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CHAPTER I 
JNTRODUCTION 
It is generally agreed that a functional understand-
ing of scientific principles is a primary goal of instruc-
tion in general science at the junior-high school level. 
The existence of courses of general science in the junior-
high school may well be traced to the work of three com-
mittees. 
In 1920, the Sub-Committee on Reorganization of 
Science in Secondary Schools1 recommended that science 
be off ered at the seventh and eighth-grade levels. The 
Committee also suggested the sequence of science courses 
and much of the course content that exists in modern sec-
ondary schools. 
So widely has the worth of these recommendations been 
realized that the present day junior-high school which 
does not offer a course in general science is practically 
non-existent. 
The most influential and une quivocal advocate of prin-
ciples as a major goal in the teaching of general science 
at the junior-high school level seems to have been the 
Thirty-First Yearbook of the National Society for the Study 
lCommission on the Reorganization of Secondary Educa-
tion, Reorganization of Science in Secondary Schools, Bull-
etin, 1920, No. 26, Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1920. 
2 
of Education2 • "The Committee advocates for grades seven, 
eight, and nine a three year integrated program of science 
study, organized not on the basis of any special science 
or sciences, but rather upon the basis of large topics, 
problems, or units relating to the significant problems 
that arise out of present-day experiences."3 According to 
the Committee, "In the organization of curricular materials 
in science the fundamental learning erperiences will be di-
rected toward the realization of large scientific principles."4 
This body gives a very general criterion of a principle 
when it states: "The abstractions formed from the connec-
tions of related situations and responses are principles 
and generalizations.n5 
And regarding objectives of education: " ..•.• principles 
and generalizations that are functional for the individual, 
in that they enable him to interpret the experiences of 
living ."6 
The Committee clarified functionality: "A functional 
understanding of a principle has been attained if the 
2A Program for Teaching Science, Thirty-First ¥ear-
book of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part I, Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing 
Company, 1932. 
3Ibid., p. 194. 
4rbid.' p. 163. 
5Ib id. , p. 42. 
6Ibid., p. 43. 
3 
learner has acquired ability to associate with the prin-
ciple the ideas from his immediate and from his subsequent 
experiences that are related to it and if he is able to 
apply the principle in practical situations. 11 7 
Regarding principles at the junior-high level the Com-
mittee reports that: 
ttFor the seventh-, eighth-, and ninth- grade 
levels they should be largely qualitative and un-
hampered for understanding by the quantitative or 
technical considerations that are so common in the 
special sciences of the high school. It should al-
so be p lanned that the generaliza tions become as-
sociated, as the course proceeds, into larger and 
l ar ger ideas as the different aspects of the en-
vironment are considered and as newer rela tionships 
may come to light through learning. 11 8 
The value of the suggestions of this Committee were 
fully realized by the Progressive Education Association's 
Committee on the Function of Science in General Education.9 
Regarding the Thirty- First Yearbook this Committee of the 
Progressive Education Association stat es: 
"Its greatest contribution was perhaps the 
plan for organizing subject-matter and learning 
experiences around 'interpretative generaliza-
tions' or 'big ideas' which are significant for 
a liberal education, rather than around the laws 
and theories of pure science. The laws and 
theories are important mainly as a means of or-
ganizing the knowledge of the scientist, whereas 
7rbid., PP· 42-L~3· 
8rb i d. , p • 2 0 0 • 
9Progressive Educ a tion Association, Co.mmic;sion on 
Secondary School Curriculum , Science in General Education, 
pp. 12-13. New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1938 . 
~nterpretative generalizations based on the con-
tributions of the sciences--particularly the 
physical sciences--have proved fruitful in the 
thinking of laymen for several hundred years. 
This proposal to employ them consciously in a 
program of education represents a significant 
forward step. " 10 
By 1947 the position of principles as suitable ob-
4 
jects of instruction had become so generally realized that 
the Forty-Sixth Yearbook11 was enabled to state very matter-
of-factly, "Functional understanding of ••••• principles is 
considered to be an important objective of science teaching . 
They provide focal points for the organization of instruc-
tional material and they constitute the generalizations 
toward the formulation of which most work in science is 
directed.n 12 
From this brief introduction it is evident that gener-
al science belongs in the seventh grade of the junior-high 
school; it is also obvious tha t a functional understanding 
of scientific generalizations as a major goal of instruc-
tion is advocated by the outstanding authorities cited. 
But, unless the suggestions of the different committees 
are put into practice, all of their excogitations and sug-
gestions are for naught. The extent to which the recom-
mendations of these committees have be en instrumental in 
10Ibid., pp. 12-13 
lls cience Education in American 
Yearbook of the National Society for 
tion, Part I, Bloomington, Illinois: 
lishing Compny, 1947 
12Ibid., p. 31 
Schools, Forty-Sixth 
the Study of Educa-
Public Schools Pub-
effecti ng the subject matter content proposed for inclu-
sion in a course in general science in the seventh grade, 
may be determined ·to a considerable degree by a critical 
analysis of text books published specifically for the 
seventh grade course in general science. The extent to 
5 
which principles are purposefully presented in these text 
books will be at least an indication of the awareness of 
the text book authors of the importance of the findings of 
the various committees. 
REVJE',T OF THE LIT!l:RATURE ON PRINCIPLES AS 
SUITABLE OBJEC1'IV~ Thf 'I'lfE TEACHI NG OF SCIENCE 
Almost of necessity anyone reviewing the literature 
on principles as objectives in the teaching of science 
must follow the chronological treatment of previous studies 
used by Martin. 13 One is also compelled to rely .on the re-
views of Curtis1 4 and those of Martin15 for information 
concerning certain unpublished or othervvise inaccessible 
studies. So, in this study, the order of treatment, to 
1945, is the objective, chronological sequence of 1 artin. 
vvherever practicable and possible, original or published 
l}vJ. Edgar Martin, nA Chronolog ical Survey of Research 
Studies on Principles," Science Education, x:x:r.£ (February, 
1945), PP• 45-52 
14Francis D. Curtis, nThird Di gest of Investigations 
in the Teaching of Science, " Philadelphia: P. Blakiston' s 
Son and Co., Inc., 1939 
15Martin, op. cit., pp. 45-52 
6 
studies have been reviewed in t his thesis. Where they a re 
not available, Curtis or Martin has been drawn upon and 
notation of indebtedness made. 
According to Martin, 16 in the past research dealing 
with the s tudy of scientific principles in secondary edu-
cation has been carried on in three different centers of 
learning : at Columbia University, under t h e guidance of 
Samuel Ralph Powers and Gerald s. Craig; at the u-niversity 
of ~ichigan, under the direction of Francis D. Curtis; and 
at the University of Chicago under ·t he direction of Elliot 
R. Downing . More recently the study of principles is be-
ing broadened and criteria for a :principle f urther refined 
at Bo s ton University under the direction of Re ad, and at 
New York University with Charles J. Piper and Martin L. 
Robertson as directors. 
Craig, 17 in 1927, at Columbia under the direction of 
Powers, endeavored to find objectives from which a course 
in science could be organized on a functional basis. The 
criteria f or selecting the desired specific objective in 
the teaching of elementary science were judgments of ed-
l~~artin, op . cit., pp. 45-52 
17Gerald S. Craig, Certain Techniques Used in Devel-
oping a Course of Study in Science for t he Horace Mann El-
ementary School, Teachers College Contr i bution to Educa-
tion, No.276, New York: Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1927. 
7 
ucated laymen and children's questions. That Craig18 was 
an early advocate of principles as suitable objectives in 
the teaching of science is evidenced by his statement that: 
"certain objectives that are selected for a course in el-
ementary school science should conform to those facts, 
principles, generalizations and hypotheses of science 
which are essential to the interpretation of common natural 
phenomena of the environment of man." 
Heineman,l9 at Chicago University in 1928, under the 
direction of Downing, made an analysis of t wenty text books 
of general science that were published between 1915 - 1925. 
The purpose of this work was to determine the extent to 
which text boolcs of general science were devoted to the 
elucidation of scientific principles which were supported 
by applications. 
This investigator defined a principle as, 20 "a state-
ment of relationship, frequently causal in nature•between 
two facts." .And further explains, ttThe principle or gen-
eralization is built on the basis of general facts, but, 
once moulded, it serves to make meaningful other facts 
18Ibid., pp . 56-57 
19Ailsie IVI . Heineman, "A Study of General Science 
Textbooks, 11 General Science Quarterly, XIII (November, 
1928 ), pp. 11-23 
20Ibid., p. 11 
r 
8 
and conditions.n From this study Heineman concluded that 
principles we re not uppermost in the minds of the authors 
of the different text books; there was little agreement as 
to which principles were the important ones to stress at 
the general science level, and that some principles had no 
instructional value as they were merely presented and were 
not supported by applications. 
v'lilbur, 21 at the University of Michigan in 1931, un-
der t h e direction of Curtis, undertook a study to deter-
mine the extent to which scientific principles were con-
tained in text books of general science. He selected 
fourteen ninth grade text books published between 1924 
and 1931. He was aided in defining and deciding upon cri-
teria for a scientific principle by six graduate s tudents. 
This group decided upon the following criteria: 
A principle of science is a comprehensive gener-
alization which: 
Is s t ated positively and definitely. 
Is true with but rare exceptions within the limita-
tions set up by the statement. 
Clearly states or implies a dynamic process or in-
teraction. 
Is demonstrable experimentally. 
Is clearly not a part of a larger principle which 
can be definitely stated. 
21oliver B. Wilbur, .A Study of the Principles of 
Science Contained in General Science Textbooks Published 
Since the Beginning of the Year 1924. Unpublished Mas-
ter's Thesis, University of Michigan., 1931. See W. Edgar 
Martin, ".A Chronological Survey of Research Studies on 
Principles As Objectives of Instruction in Science," 
Science Education, XXIX (February, 1945), pp. 46-47. 
9 
Is not merely a definition or a description 
Ha s wide application in the natural environment and 
is not ruled out by any of the preceding criteria. 
The text books were analyzed and principles that sat-
isfied the criteria were listed. These principles were 
then submitted to subject matter specialists for valida-
tion and for any further revision of the statements deemed 
necessary. In this manner a list of 170 refined principles 
were arrived at. These principles were then submitted to 
ten teachers of general science who were asked to rate them 
as to their necessity, desirability, or undesirability. 
Si gnificant findings 22 were that: 
111 of the 170 different principles of science 
f rom all 14 text books, but 18 were given, even in 
part, in principle form, in more than half of the 
textbooks analyzed •••• , of these 18 principles only 
5 were among the principles •••• which were regarded 
as necessary by the ten instructors who evaluated 
them,' while 5 principles regarded as necessary by 
all the instructors were included in fewer than 
four of the fourteen textbooks analyzed." 
As the author has endeavored to gain exact criteria 
for a principle, this study is significant. Also, experts 
and judges were brought into the study to insure the proper 
statement and use of principles. 
Robertson, 2.3 at the University of Mich;Lgan in 19.34, 
2 2Ib id. , p • 4 7 • 
2
.\rartin L. Robertson, "The Selection of Science Prin-
ciples Suitable as Goals of Instruction in Elementary Sci-
ence," Science Education, Xr.A (Fe bruary, 19.35), 1-4; (April, 
19.35), 65-70. 
10 
a study to determine the principles of science suitable as goals 
of instruction in the elementary school. He was aided in the 
formulation of criteria for a principle by a group of teachers 
enrolled in a seminar in the teaching of science. The following 
are the criteria that this group formulated. 
To be a principle, a statement: 
Must be a comprehensive generalization. 
Must be true without exception within limita-
tions specifically stated. 
lvlust be a clear statement of a process or an 
interaction . 
Must be capable of illustration so as to gain 
conviction. 
Must not be a part of a larger principle. 
Must not be a definition. 
Must not deal with a specifi c substance or va-
riety or with a limited group of substances 
or species. 
This investigator, utilizing the combined sources of more 
than seventy-five text books, found several hundred principles 
that suited the criteria. Wilbur's list was used as a starting 
point. To this list a jury of three made additions that con-
formed to the criteria. Finally the principles were submitted 
to subject matter specialists for refinement, i.e., conformance 
of the principles to the criteria and technicalcorrectness of 
the statements of the principles were critically exruained. In 
this manner 243 principles were selected. These principles were 
then submitted to teachers of elementary science who were asked 
to rate each principle on a five point scale as to the suita-
bility of its being included in a course in elementary science. 
24Ibid., pp. 1-4. 
-- -
11 
As a result of this rating Robertson found that 113 of the 243 
principles were suited for use in a course in elementary science. 
Robertson25 concluded from his study that: 
urn the pooled opinion of the fifteen evaluators, 
many principles of science thus obtained are entirely 
unsuited as goals of instruction in the elementary school. 
There is a wide range of opinion among these ele-
mentary science experts with respect to t he suitability 
of the various principles. 
There is noticeable lack of uniformity among inve s ti-
gators with resp ect to the statement of principles." 
Pruitt, 26 at Columbia in 1935, investigated generalizations 
in the field of chemistry that were of value to man in int er-
preting his environment. He analyzed over 50,000 page s of science 
books as well as newspapers, magazines, examination questions, 
and other pertinent material. From this study he secured a list 
of 135 
A 
A 
A 
A 
'-Ji. 
25 
generalizations which were in accord with his criteria: 
generalization shall be as simple, comprehensive and 
definitely stated as possible. 
generalization must be a statement of some fundamental 
process or constant mode of behavior or property 
relating to ~atural phenomena. 
generalization must be true without exception within 
the limitations made in the statement. 
generalization must ~~ a statement apable of ge~fr~i-
~~-~--: ~ ..J - -- i . . II{ -.,1 ~ l..le . f.t\.J.··:r.. ... ~ .'..- "~-~ oc.. .. ........ r. - ,-\ {. · 1- ... .., · .... - • '- .. --
generalization must not be a definition. 
Ibid., pp. 65-70. 
26
c1arence Martin Pruitt, An Analysis, Evaluation, and 
Synthesis of Subject-Matter Concepts and Generalizations in 
Chemistry. Doctor's dissertation, Teachers Colle ge, Columbia 
University, 1935. See Third Digest of Investigations in the 
Teaching of Science by Francis D. Curtis. Philadelphia: p:-
Bl ak iston•s Son and Co., Inc ., 1939, pp. 153- 163. 
12 
·Fvise, 27 at the University of Michigan in 1941, investi-
gated the most important principles of the physical sciences 
from the viewpoint of general education. As a starting point 
in the development of a tentative list of principles, the 
lists of principles compiled by four predecessors in the field 
of physical science were utilized. Wise then submitted his 
tentative list to a jury of three experts for appraisal in the 
. . 28 light of his four cr1ter1a: 
To be a principle a statement must be a comprehensive 
generalization describing some fundamental process, 
constant mode of behavior, or property relating 
to natural phenomena. 
It must be true without exception within limitations 
specifically stated. 
It must be capable of illustration. 
T't must not be a definition. 
The 252 principles found to be satisfactory were t hen 
further evaluated as to the correctness of the statement of 
each principle by three subject mat t er specialists. As the 
result of these two refining measures a final list of 191 
principles was formulated. 
In order to ascertain the relative importance of t hese 191 
principles, '1Nise investigated the frequency at which these 
principles were found in text books of general physics. In 
J?f 27Harold E. Wise, "A Determination of the Relative 
· Importance of Principles of Physical Science for General 
Education, Science Education, XXV (December, 1941) 371-
79; XXVI (J-anuary, 1942) 8-12; XX:VII (February, 19Lr3), 36-
49; XXVII (Sey tember-October, 1943), 87-76. 
28rbid. , p. 37. 
13 
all, 3,403 applications were found for the principles. By 
arrang ing them in the order of most applications, Wise was 
enabled to set up a list of principles arran ged in the order 
of relative importanc e. 
Vlise found 29 in this study that "the upper 25 per cent 
of the principles includes 55 of those classified as belonging 
in the field of physics, 8 from the field of chemi stry , and 3 
from the field of geology." He concluded, amongst other things, 
"the fact that principles from each of the specialized areas 
of physical science received final relative values placing 
them within the upper twenty-five per cent of all principles, 
indicates that no one specialized area of physical science is, 
as a whole , more important than all materials drawn from other 
specialized areas." 
Reek,30 at the University of Michigan in 1943, reviewed 
elementary science text books to find the extent to which 
principles were presented and developed therein. This investi-
gator formulated a list of principles that conformed to cri-
teria31 vvhich state that a principle must be: 
A generalized statement which swnmarizes t wo or more 
29Ibid., pp. 67976 . 
30Doris Lucille Reek, A Study of Princ i ples of Science 
Found in Four Series of Textbook of Elementary Science. Un-
published master's thesis, University of Michigan, 1943. 
3libid., p. 12. 
14 
separate observat ions or facts. 
I•i.lust be a clear statement of a process or interaction. 
]Just be true scientifically. 
Must not deal with a specific substance or variety. 
Must not be a definition. 
Must be meaningful outside of content. 
Must be actually stated, not inferred. 
Reek concluded from this study that none of the authors 
followed the recomrnendation of the Thirty-First Yearbook 
that maj or emphasis in a course of study be on the develop-
ment of certain principles as a core around which contributing 
generalizations should be centered, and also that principles 
we re not developed in an expanding spiral of increasing com-
plexi ty. 
Martin,3 2 at the University of l\'I ichigan in 1944, 
endeavored to find the principles of biological science that 
were of importance for general education. He di gested various 
technical sources and from them formulated a tentative li st 
of principles. T4ese principles were submitted to a committee 
of three professors in the School of Education at the Uni-
versity of Michigan for evaluation as biological principles 
in the light of two criteria:33 
(1) It must be a comprehensive generalization which 
resumes the wi dest possible rang e of facts within 
the domain of facts with which it is directly 
concerned. The facts resumed in the generalization 
32
•v. Edgar Iviartin , "A Determination of the Principles of 
the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education," 
8cienc e Education, XXIX (Mar·ch, 1945), 100-105; :x:x:rx 
(February, 1945), 45-52; XXIX (April-llilay, 1945), 152-63 . 
33rbid., p. 50. 
15 
mu st denote: 
a. Objects and/or events and the relation bet we en 
them. 
b. Propert ies. 
(2) It mus t be scientifically true. To satisfy t his 
criterion: 
a . It must be verifiable; i.e. it must be stated 
so tha t it sug gests, directly or indirectly, a 
definite operation of observations or experi-
ments whereby its truth value c an be tested or 
verified. 
b. It must be consistent with the body of accepted 
scientific lmowledge, and except for a few 
limiting or singular exceptions, with all the 
data (facts) relevant to it. 
He t hen formulated a master list of 300 different majo r 
and 236 minor principles. Newspapers and magazines were re-
viewe d with the p urpose of determining which biological 
principles had to be understood if the articles were to be ap-
preci ated. The frequency of occurrence of a principle wa s 
taken as the index of the importance of the princip le. Each 
pr inciple wa s t hen evaluated on a five point scale by quali-
fied personnel as to the suitability of its inclusion in a 
sci ence course in general education. 
Fleish,34 at Boston University in 1945, endeavored t o 
determine what scientific principles should be the objects of 
instruction in the course in g eneral science. This inve sti-
gator used the question box technique to obtain question s of 
34 
Sylvia Fleish, The Formulation of the Science Principles 
That Should Become the Objectives of General Sc ience Teaching 
in the J"unior Hi gh School. Unpublished master's thesis , 
Boston Univers ity, 1945. 
16 
pupils relating to science. Sixty science principles were 
found to underly the questions asked. Ten text books were 
then analyzed and space allotted each principle was noted. 
The principles were then reworded to suit the primary through 
junior-high grade levels and sent to t wenty in-service science 
teachers for evaluation. The principles rated most i mp ortant 
by eight out of ten teachers were then considered to be suited 
to the grade level for which the r ating was given. 
A significant conclusion35 of this investigator wa s that 
"Most text books do give some space to .most of the i mport ant 
principles in science, but most of t hese same te xt books, 
either do not state these i mplied concepts, or if they do state 
them, do not do so in clear and concise langua ge suitable to 
the ·junior-high school student." 
.Tones,3 6 at Michigan in 1946, inves t i gated t he extent 
to which wri·ters of recent ninth-grade text books in general 
science had followed the recommendations of the Thirty-First 
Yearbook. As criteria for a scient ific principle .Tones 
used the following : 
J 5 Ibid • , p • 59. 
36nuth v. Jones, A Study of the Principles of Science 
Found in Ninth- Grade Textbooks of General Science. Unpub-
lishe d master's thesis, Univers ity of Michigan, 1946 , p . 24 . 
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A principle of science is a comprehensive generali-
zation which is stated definitely, not infer1·ed. 
Is true but with rare exceptions within the limitations 
set by the statement. 
Is a clear statement of a dynamic process or of an 
interaction. 
Is not me rely a definition or a description. 
Is demonstrable experimentally. 
Does not de al with specific substances or varieties. 
Has meaning outside of the context. 
A list of 146 principles was found that s a tisfied these 
criteria. A significant conclusion was that authors of 
general science tex tbooks were not in agreement as to which 
principles should be taught at the ninth-grade level. 
Bergman ,37 at New York University in 1946, did pioneer 
work in determining the entomological principles of i mp ortance 
f or general education. He states that, "It was •••• realized 
that students who study biology for general educati on would 
have a valuable fund of knowledge if they were to ac quire an 
understandin g of the principles of entomology, instead of 
being burdened with minor anatomical details, as is often the 
case. " He t akes a principle to mean" ·· •• a verifiable, scien-
tifically true, comprehensive generalization or fundamental 
st atement f or which the widest possibl e r ange i s given , ru1d 
which describes some fund8lnent al structure or process, constant 
37George J. Bergman, A De t ermination of the Princip l e s 
of Entomology of Si gnificance i n Gen er al Education. Un-
published Doctor' s disserta tion, New York University , 1946 . 
See Science Education, XXXI (February, 1947), 23-32; XXXI 
(April, 1947), 144-157. 
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mode of behavior, or property relating to natural phenomena . u38 
A principle is further defined on a decreasing sc ale 
of conceptual inclusiveness as main, ma jor, and mi nor. A 
minor principle is further cla rified or restricted, by sub-
ordinating to it generalized facts. By having the h ead s of 
entomological departments of nine different colleg es and 1.mi-
versities note the texts they were using on a check li s t, 
Bergman secured 10 general entomology textbook s and 30 refer-
ence boo ks for analysis. He also reviewed 7 other book s on 
entomolo gy and 140 bulletins and pamphlets. In his exami nation 
of t h is ma terial on -entomology, Bergman found 46 princip les. 
The conw1ents and criticisms of 11 entomologists resulted in 
t h e nllinber being increased to 52. He fou11d that, "a ma jor 
p rinciple of entomology need not necessarily be rela ted to, 
or based upon, a major principle of biology .'' 39 
Blanchet,4° at the University of Michi gan in 1946, extended 
the field of investi gation of scientific principles further 
when he sou ght, among st other things, "To determine the princi-
ples of science most suitable as goals for surVey courses in 
t h e natural sciences at the junior-college level." 
38 . IbJ.d., p. 24. 
39Ibid., p. 31. 
40 . 
Waldo Emerson Bl anchet, .A Basis for the Selection of 
Course Content for Survey Courses in the Natural Sciences. 
Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Michigan, 1946 . 
p. 34. 
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In his analysis of selected textbooks Blanc het con-
side red that a principle was present in a statement: 4l 
If it erpressed compl e tely the idea embodied in the 
original statement of the p rinciple. 
If, though it did not state all of the elements of 
the principle, it was referred to by the author 
or authors as being the said p rinciple. 
If it unmistakably implied the principle and could be 
reworded so that the principle was stated. 
If, though it did not state the principle in full, it 
could be combined justifiably with another statement 
in the same paragraph or section, which together 
stated the principle or could be reworded to do so. 
The suitability of the principles found, as goals in the 
teaching of science in Stli'vey courses, was determined on t he 
basis of t he best judgments of specialists in the teaching 
of science. Blanchet then formulated a long list of topics 
which he believed should be pre sen ted along with a p rinciple 
so that it could be better understood. Three specialists in 
the teaching of science were consulted in the assignment of 
topics to principles, "A total of 1171 assignments of phy si-
cal topics was made to the (272) physical principles and 970 
assig~~ents of biological topics were made to the 300 princi-
ples of the biolo gical sciences."42 
Keeslar, 43 at the University of Ivlichigan in 1945, r arnified 
the study of scientific principles to investigate the extent 
to which instructional films in science are devoted to an 
41Ibid., p. 118. 
42Ibid., p. 307. 
43
oreon, Keeslar, "Contributions of Instructional Films 
to the Teaching of Hi gh School Science," Science Education, 
:x::x:x (March , 1946), 82-88; XXX: (AJ,;ril, 1946), l32-13o. 
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understanding of scientific principles, the elements of 
scienti f ic method, and t h e development of scienti f ic atti-
tudes. He formulated t he follo wing criteria44 for a principle: 
To be considered ~ scientific principle, a statement 
Must be a generalization. 
Must be a clear statement of a proces s or an inter-
action. 
Must be capable of illustration so as to gain con-
viction. 
Must not be a definition. 
Must not deal with a specific substance or variety, 
or with a limited group of substances or species. 
In order to select fibns for analysis, films rated as 
excellent under the headings of astronomy, biology, chemistry, 
general science, geology, health, hygiene, physics and physi-
ology were tal(en from two film guides, magazines. Tvventy-four 
films were selected in this manner. 
A check list was devised and method of procedure worked 
out for reviewing the films. Keeslar reviewed t h e films and had 
three experienced science teachers check his results. Th e fi nal 
reliability betvveen the two measures was· found to be 95.5 per 
cent. He found tha t 85 scenes out of 8.39 or 4.9 per cent of 
the total number of scenes contributed to scientific principles • 
. An d concluded, "':Chere is good evidence that the best in-
structional films in science, as represented by twenty-four 
selected .films, may teach, or at least are fitted to teach , 
44 b"d I 1 • , p. 85 • 
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scientific principles." And that, "The best available 
scientific films reve a led no definite i ntention or attempt 
to teach scientific principles."45 
Leonelli,46 Eastman,47 and Case, 48 at Boston Univers ity 
in 1947, under the d i r ection of Ifl:i les, are among the most 
rec ent contributors to t h e extens ion of the study of scien-
tific pri nc i ples at the time of this writin~ 
Leonelli's work ha s to do with determining, "the princi-
p les of physical a nd biologic al science found in eight text-
books of general science for grade eight.n49 
The criteria for t he selection of textbo oks of g eneral 
science as vvell as the criteria for a scientific principle 
were f ormulated by fifteen science te achers of a Seminar in 
Scien ce Education at Boston University, 1946-1947. As this 
present study is a companion one to t hat of Leonelli and as 
45Ibid., p. 134. 
46Renato E. Leonelli, Principles of Physical and Bio-
logical Sci ence Found i n Ei g[1t Textbooks of General Science 
for Gr ade Ei ght, Unpublished master's thesis, Boston Uni -
versit y , 1947. 
47Durwood Vf . Eastman, A Study of Important Princip les 
of Physical Science Developed in Grades Seven Through Twelve 
of a Town in Iv1assachusetts with Applications of These Princi-
pl es in Seven Local Industries, Unpublished master's t hesis , 
Boston Universi t y , 1947. 
4~/i:anning s . Case, A Det er mination of the Prine i p l e s and 
Exp eriments of Physical and Biological Science Found in Four 
Ninth-Grade Textbooks of General Science, Unpublished .master 's 
t hesis, Boston University, 1947. 
49Ibid., p. 2 8. 
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the two sets of criteria are identical, with the exception 
of the grade element, these criteria will be presented not 
in the review of the research, but in the body of this 
present thesis. 
In order to validate the statement of his principles, 
Leonelli first essayed to ascertain their inclusiveness in 
the comprehensive lists of Wise and Martin. .Any principles 
that were not so contained were submitted to a specialist who 
chec ked these tentative principles for accuracy of statement, 
conformance to criteria, and appropria tness of language for 
the eighth-grade level. After the validating procedure a 
total of 186 principles of the physical and biological sciences 
were obtained. 
This investigator found that: 
"Of this total, one hundred and forty-four 
principles or seventy per cent were physical princi-
ples while the remainder, forty-two principles or 
t wenty-two per cent, were biological science principles. 
Only sixteen physical science principles and only four 
biological science principles of the total of one hundred 
and eighty-six principles found were contained in a 
majority of the textbooks.n50 Leonelli concluded: " ···· 
there is lack of agreement among authors as to how many 
and which principles should be incorporated in the text-
books of general science for the eighth-grade level. 
This is not in agreement with the obj ectives of the 
Thirty-First Yearbook.n51 
Eastman ende avored to determine the extent to whi ch 103 
essential principles of physical science were applied in the 
50ibid., p. 74. 
51Ibid ., p . 76. 
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industries of Littleton, Massachusetts. This investigator 
found that repetition of attempts to develop a principle 
at increasingly hi gher grade levels was properly shown. He 
concluded that, "· ••• physical science in t he school could 
provide more intelligent citizens with respect to local industry 
by ac quainting the pupils with practical applications of t h e 
principles of physical science found in local industry.u5 2 
Case investigated the principles found in four ninth-
grade textbook s of general science and assigned experiments 
to them. He found that biological principles were outnumbered 
more than two to one by physical science principles aQd tha t 
there was very little repetition of a principle in a particular 
textbook. This investi gator concluded tha t some authors of 
present day te xtbooks of general science still at t emp t to 
teach facts unrelated to generalizations, and that the text-
bool\:S are not adapted to t h e needs of a special region. 
52Ibid., p. 103. 
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BRI EF SuRVEY OF TI-IE LITERI1.TURE ON TEE 
RE 1YENCPI ON 
OF SCIEl'iFriFIC FACTS l~.ND PRI NCIPLES 
Johnson, 53 attempted to determine the extent of retention 
of biological information at the university level. He also 
investi gated the relationship that existed between amount 
of knowledge possessed in an immediate recall test, and the 
amount retained after the passage of different lengths of 
time. 
At the end of each quarter, during the ac a demic 
year 1926-27, Johnson gave an objective test to students in 
general botany 4-5-6. The same test was then given at the 
be ginning of the fall quarter of 1927-28 . By this means ru1 
objective score of retention was obtained after periods of 
three, six, and nine months. To determine the validity of 
the objective tests they were corl"elated with instructors 
grades in the same subject. The coefficient of correlation 
was determined to be . 87 .02 (N-54). The reliability de-
termined by the "split-half" method was .93 .01 • 
. Amongst other pertinent findings Johnson discovered 
that "The mean score on the immediate recall te s t in General 
Botany 4--5-6 for a group of' t wenty-four students wa s 207.4; 
53Palmer 0 . Johnson, nrrhe Per manence of' Learning in 
Elementary Botany ," The Journal of Educ ational Psychology, 
XXI (January, 1930),~-47. 
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the mean score on the de l ayed recall test given three 
months after comp leting the course, was 117.3. The loss 
in retention was 43.4 per cent. n5L~ Al.rnost half of all a 
student's measureable retention in a course was lost in just 
three months. After twenty-four month s the median score 
gained by a selected group on this test was foQnd to have 
fallen from an immediate recall average of 205 to 49 ; a 
loss of 76 per cent of the matter that was deemed worth 
te sting for retention. 
In one of his investigations of retention, Tyler55 
sought "To determine the relative retention by pupils of 
factual knowledge, ability to explain everyday happenings, 
and ability to generalize from facts.5 6 
A battery of three tests was given to 68 ninth-grade 
pupils 4 months and 12 months after the completion of a 
course in general science. One test was the Ruch-Popenoe 
General Science Test, Form A; the second required an explana-
tion of everyday phenomena, and the third was concerned wi th 
generalizing from given facts. 
Tyler found that '"It seems apparent •••• the greatest 
loss du:ring the year was in information about science, whereas 
54rbid., p. 46. 
55Ralph )l. Tyler, "'~i hat High-School Pupils Forget, 11 
Educational Research Bulletin, Ohio State University, I X 
(November 19, 1930), 490-492. See Third Digest of Investi-
gations in the Teaching of Science by Francis D. Curtis. 
Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son and Co., Inc., 1939, 
pp. 304-306. 
56rbid., p. 304. 
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there was little or no loss in the ability to eXJ.0l ain every-
day phen omena and t he ability to generalize from given 
facts. ' "57 
In another study on retention Tyler58 was concerned with 
deter mining " the relative permanence of learning with respe ct 
to several type s of ma terials in Zoolo gy . u59 Ei ghty-two 
students of e lementary zoology at Ohio State University ·were 
included in this investiga tion. Fifteen months aft er com-
pleting the cou.rse t hese eighty-two students were a gain tested 
and comparison of knowledge retained made with the percent a ge 
of knowle dge gained during the course . 
It was found that fifteen months after comp l eting t he 
course in general zoology, 77 per cent of t he gain made in 
nruning animal structures p ictured in diagr ams , was lost. There 
was over a 20 per c en t loss in all other specific items of 
information. On t he oth er hand there was no loss in appl y ing 
principles to new situations and there was substantial gain in 
ability to interpret new experiments. 
57Ibid., p. 305-306. 
58Ralph Iff . TyJ. er, ttPermanence of Learning ," Journal of 
Hi gher Education, JV (April, 1933), 203-204 . Se e Third 
Digest of Investigations in . the Teaching of Science by Francis 
D. Curtis . Philadelphia: P . Blakiston' s Son and Co., 
Inc., 1939, pp. 306. 
59rbid., P· 306. 
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Frutchey60 was concerned with the degree of p up ils re-
tention of knowledges, skills, and abilities. The five 
ob jectives of his testing program: selection of facts, ap -
plication of principles, terminology, symbols, formulas and 
valence, and bala ncing equations. These five tests were 
administered three times: as a pretest, as a final test at 
the end of the course, and one year after the completion of 
the course. The amount of retention was taken to be the dif-
fer ence between the first and the last test results. This 
author concluded that "' ••• retention was greatest in the more 
general types of behavior. Al though there were sex differences 
in the retention of achievement in some objectives, in the 
application of facts and principles, a more general ty_pe of 
behavior, there were practically no sex differences in 
retention.' ' ••• retention was greatest in the more general 
types of behavior.' n61 
Zeigler, 62 in his study, set out to determine the numbe r 
of facts taught in a course in general ?Cience and the extent 
to vvhich these facts were retained by pupils three years after 
the completion of' the course. To test for the retention of 905 
selected general science facts, Zeigler constructed and ex-
60F. P . Frutchey, "Retention in Hi gh School Chemistry, " 
Educational Research Bulletin, Ohio State University, XVI 
(February 17, 1937), 34-37. See Third Digest of Investi gations 
in the Teaching of Science by Francis D. Curtis, Philadelphia: 
P . Blakiston's Son and Co., Inc., 1939, pp. 303-310. 
61Ibid., p . 310. 
62Robert .T. Zeigler, "A Study of Fact Re tention in Genera l 
Science, !!Science Education, XXVI (February, 1942), 83-84 
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amination of 22 5 multiple choice items. 
The results of the study showed that the freshmen group 
was superior in every one of the thirteen units of the exruai-
nation. The group that had taken the cotiTse three years before 
" retained only those facts which met t heir needs during every-
day livin g.n63 The author concluded that "while much of the 
information taught in the general science course and other 
courses, is practical and useful, much emphasis is placed obvi-
ously on a large number of facts which will not be retained. n6h 
In the years 1930-1931 an inve s tigation was carr ied on 
by Vlert65 at Ohio State University, "With t he purpose of as-
semb ling retention evidence not only concerning achievement of 
information, but also concerning intangible objectives, and 
interpreting the results of this evidence in t he li ght o f those 
students who will later elect no furth er course s in t hat 
area."66 For three successive years e quivalent forms of the 
same examination were given to studen t s who had t aken the ele-
mentary zoology course at Ohio University. The examination 
cons isted of six parts: four parts iN ere of an informational 
63 
Ibid., p . 84 
64rbid., p . 84. 
65 J ames E. Wert, "Twin Examination As sumptions, n J ourna l 
of Hi gher Educ a tion, VIII ( ~ arch , 1937), 136-140. 
66Ibid., p. 138. 
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nature and two parts dealt with applying lJr i nci:ple s and 
interpreting new exper i ments . 
r:rhe r esults of this investigation show that 11 ••• if t ll e 
achi everr~en t of s tuden ts , who late r e l ect no fur·t her courses 
in z oology , was evaluated t hree years after a course i ns t ead. 
of during or at t h e end of a course, practically all students 
would 'flunk ' unless the passing s tandard wa s s hi ft e d radi-
cally . n67 It is extremely intere s ting to note that in t he 
non-informational objectives , such as the ability to interpret 
experiment s new to the student and to app l y principles of 
zoology to situations new to the student, the acquisition of 
learning in the course shows no loss. Some gain is ac tually 
noted in both of these obj ectives even for student s •Nho l ater 
elected no further course in zoology . " 
BRI EF S1JnVEY OF r HE LIT:t;;.tUd'URE ON READil'fE.SS 
This t hesis is concerned with pr incip les of science 
found in seventh-grade general science boolcs. Si ne e the 
ability of pupils a t the seventh- grade lev el to understand 
p rincip les and grasp generalizations is a mat ter of both matu-
r ation and native mental ability, t he writer believes it t o be 
of pri me i mportance that any and all pr inciples proposed for 
inclusi on in a course at this leve l, be so constructed and o:f 
suc h a quality that the seventh-grade student with his present 
b? Ibid ., p. 139. 
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mental e Quipment shall be able to grasp t hem. P~though it 
is not within the scope of this thesis to determine experi-
mentally the psychological suitability of principles, it is 
believed that a brief survey of the best authority and re-
search on t he problem may be fruitfully undertaken. 
The Progressive Education Association6g swns up the 
problem QUite concisely when it st ates, " ••• if intellectual 
understanding is to be effective, both le arn ing activities and 
the level of intellectualization toward which the school 
strives must be appropriate to the level of developmen t of the 
particul ar students involved. To the yoQnger adolescents 
abstract principles ••• may be so much stuff and , if forced upon 
hirn at this stage, may remain just so much stuff, inert and 
abstract for him always. On the other hand, such principles 
p lay meaningfully into the experience of the older adolescents, 
and so bec ome for him not just so much stuff, but a part of 
the very stuff of his life. n 69 In the same vein and more 
strongly, the Forty-First Yearbook70 states, "it is worse than 
folly-it is naive conceit-to assume that a curriculum can grow 
out of concrete life experience of the present and disregard 
68p . ~d t• ~ . t• c . . rogres sl ve .Iii uca lon .--~.ssoc la lOn, omml s slon on 
Secondary Scho ol Curriculum, Reorganization of Secondary Edu-
cation , New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, 1939. 
69Ibid., p. 376 . 
70The Psycholo gy of Learning , Forty- First Yearboo k of the 
National Society f or the Study of Education, art li , 
Bloomin gton, I llinois: Public Scho ol 1:-'ublishing Company, 1942. 
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the organize d patterns of under standings tha t p revious 
le arning has made available. Lik ewise, it is psy chologi-
cally inexc usable for advocates of a systematic subj ect cur-
riculum to assume tha t a be ginning learne r can be motivated 
by the mature abstractions that are the end products of an 
organized content.n71 .And again, tt ••• at the school level t h e 
limitat ions of un derstanding are so severe that most pupils 
fail to see t h e relationship s between subj ects ••• n72 
So we s ee that the Progressive E4~cation Associ a ti on and 
t he 1'-Ta tional Society f or t h e Study of 1Bd uc ation are both 
unequivocal in their endorsement of psychologically presented 
materi al. 
Re gar d ing the experiraental viOrk that ha s been done in 
the endeavor to ascertain if and a t what level studen ts can 
overcome resistance to the emergence of insight, The Forty-
First Yearbook st ates: "IV.iost of the attention to this has 
centered a t t h e primary- grade level, a lthough some work ha s 
been done with the junior hi gh school curr iculum. Th e lack 
of ade quate data and methods of determining the needs of 
diffe rent pupils at various st ages of progress and in dif-
ferent curriculum areas is retarding progress i n mak ing readi -
ness adjustments . n73 
71 
Ibid., P • 456. 
72Ibid . , p . 45 5. 
73 I b i d . , p. L,-60. 
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HatqJt ,74 i n his s tudy , was c oncerned vlith the way 
learning differed on the lower and h i g...h er gr ade level s and 
-vv i th t h e study of the application of a principle of science 
teaching from the k i ndergarten to the un i ver si ty. He foun.d , 
nt hat whi le every idea presented to the ch ildren on a l l of 
the six- gr ade levels was contributory to an understanding of 
the objective, the ch ildren of the lower grade levels lo st 
interest more qui cJ:,J.y than the children on hi gj1e r gr ade 
levels in {1) ideas which expressed relationsh i p s betwe en 
many concepts and (2) ideas associa ting concepts ·whi ch re-
quired fox the ir ac quisition a considerable r an ge of experi-
ence. n75 ..'lnd tha t nThe data of this study show that l earning 
of the c h i l dren of the lovver grade l evel s d i ff e red from t' at 
o f the higher grade leve ls. They show that the di ffe rences 
are due to the comp lex ity of concepts and t he complexity of 
the experienc es i nvolved in the conce p ts associated . " 76 
A very import ant finding was tha t "On the lower gr a de 
levels when rel a tively complex i deas were presen ted the 
instruction had the effect of imparting not vaguely correct 
74Georg e W. Haup t, ll.n Experimental Applic ation of a 
Philosop hy of Science Teaching in an Element ary Sc hool, 
Teachers College Contribution to Education, No. 6.3.3, New 
York: Teac hers Colle ge, Colmnbia University, 19 • .::~ --. 
75rb i d ., p • .34. 
76
-b . ' 10.3 
.:L_l CL ., p . • 
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ideas which mi ght be utilized in progression 'toward. an 
uBders'tanding of the objective, but an apprec iable number 
of decidedly erroneous ideas.u77 
Black ,7 8 in his study, sought 'to determine t he extent to 
which c once pts of heat, light, gravity, mass, and wei gh t 
were possessed by students vvh o h ad studied general science 
or phys ics and the extent to which these were had by 
stud ents who had not studied genera l science or ph ysics. r e 
found , "The majority of a ll pupils exa.rnined ••• have erroneous 
notions of mas s . The formal study of general science or 
physics does not ap pear to change t h ese errone ous notions; 
on 'the contrary , they are found to a l arge extent in the 
science g roup."79 He also found that, " ' Scientific conc epts 
of mass cannot be formed by ninth-graders, ..• irre spective of ... 
th d ' t u80 me o •.• usea. J.L'1d that "although methods of instruction 
on dew formation were simila r for corresponding eleventh-
and ninth grade pupils, ' a l a r ger p er cent of the former t han 
of t h e l at ter are left with scientific not ions •.•. r n 81 
77Ibid. , p . 104. 
78 Oswal d I~' . Blac k , 'l1he Developmen ~ of Certain Concep ts 
of Physics in Hi gh School Students, Doc tor's Di sserta t j_on, 
Potche.fstrown , South Africa: "Die Weste" (p ublish ers), 1930 . 
See Se cond Digest of Investigations in the Teaching of Science 
by Francis D . Curtis. Philadelphia:-P-:---B"lakiston' sS on 
and Co., Inc., 1931. 
79 
I b i d ., p. 241-2. 
80Ibi d ., p. 244. 
81 Ib id . ,. p • 2 4 5 • 
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T \.BLE IV 
m.J1 .. i.J3E::t OF DIFF'ER3l\Pr PRI NCIPLES BY ':CO?ICS 
FOT.mD H I SEV SN SEY~l\T'l'H-GRADE TEXTB OOKS OF CtGHE P...! L SCIEFCE 
'11o tal Average 
Topic Number of Boo k le t ter f~umber of 
Differen t A B c I D ~ 11' G !Principle Principles Per Book 
rf:A.ir 18 16 12 16 13 17 13 l 12 . o 
Exploring the 8 - 2 2 I - - 6 4 z:-·rr r.teavens I 
Hoc lcs and 15 l ..., 10 r- 14 3 13 7-,) ) 
Soi l 
-Fire and 27 14 9 21 7 15 14 5 1~::::.1 
Heat I 
' I 
Light 9 3 - 2 - - 7 4 2.3 
Living 75 44 48 30 32 49 50 23 32.3 
'l1hing s 
laagnetism ll - 8 l - l 6 3 2.7 
a..nd 
"Electricity 
IV.Latte r and 4o 15 21 18 5 lEf 27 20 17.7 
Energy 
Sound 2 - - - l - 2 - .4 
Water and 13 4 5 7 l 8 0 l 4.b 
Other 
Liquids 
-
w·eather and 13 ' 4 6 9 2 5 5 l 5. 6 
Climate I 
Tota l 238 .. 108 P-lL~ t l6 o6 127 d9 75 106.4 ,. 
I . _co 
-· 
n ffTable IV lS read as ~ollows: Of vhe total number of Uli-
ferent principles of the topic Air, 18 , Book A contained 1 6 , 
Book B 12, Book C 16 , etc. The average nmaber of principles 
pe r book for this topic was 12. One hundred and eight dif-
ferent principles of- physical and biological sc.ience are f"ound 
in Book A. 
s 
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Findi ng s Table IV~ This table makes it quite 
- · .. 
clear that there is littl e or no agreement amongst the 
authors of the seventh- grade tex tbooks studied as t o 
the number of principles which should be treated UBder 
the different topics. It does i ndic ate, however, that 
in estimation of the several authors , Air, Fire and He a t , 
Livin g Things , and Matter and Ener gy , are worthy of more 
extensive representation in the form of principles than 
are t he remaining topics. 
'rab le V whi ch follows shows the total number of d if-
ferent pr i nciples f ound in the seven textbooks analyzed 
and the number and pe rcentage of different principles 
found in each boo k. Also shown is the average number of 
different :principles i n a ll books and t h e re l ative per cent 
of their occurrence. 
.. 
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TABLE V 
TOTAL NLJMBJ:!~R OF DI FFERENT PRil'TCIPLES FOLJND I tT SEVii.:N 
SEVENTH'-GRi1DE TEXTBOOKS OF GZNERAL SCIENCE ·~.ND 
1TU:MBER .AND PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL FOUND I N EACH BOOK 
Total Number 
of Different Number of Different· Principles in Book Average 
·-Principles 
A B c D E F G 
f/238 108 114 116 66 127 139 75 106 
Percent of 41 48 48 28 53 58 31 44 
#Table V rr . is read thus: Of the total number of 238 d1f-
ferent principles found in the seven textbooks, 108 or 41 percent 
were found in Book A, 114 or 48 percent in Book B etc . The 
average is 106 principles per book, or 44 percent of the tota l 238 
principles. 
Findings Table v. It is readily seen that the number of difrerent 
principles appearing in each textbook, compared to th~ total 
nu~ber of t wo hundred and thirty-eight different principles is not 
large . However, five of the seven general science textbook s 
studied have over forty percent of the total numbe r of different 
principles. This indicates a considerable nllinber of principles 
upon which the authors are in agreement. Vfh en it is noted that 
some topics were not treated in some textbooks and some princi-
ples ·were found in only one textbook, this number of principles 
upon which there is agreement should provide a goo d nucleus 
about which to mold textbook's principle content for the seventh-
grade . 
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Table VI which follows shows the t ot al number of 
major topical units found in each of the seven general 
science books studied. It also shows the nQmber of di ffer ent 
te xtbooks of general science in whic h maj or subject m.at 1:.e r 
top ics appear. 
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TABLE VI 
NDJYIBBR OF DIFFER.Q\TT TEXTBOOKS OF GElTERAL SCIENCE 
I N WHICH liJ.AJ"OR SlJBJEC T-MA11TER TOPICS APPE A-RED 
Topic Boolc Letter Total 
A B c D E F G 
#Air X )~ X X ,,. X 6 A 
Exploring the Heavens -y- .,,. X 3 .il.. A 
Roclcs and Soil X -y- X X 4 A 
Fire and Heat X "'T }: X X 5 
-"'-
Light X X 2 
Living Things X ,,.. A X X X X X 7 
l'vla gneti sm and Electricity X X 2 
Matter an d Energy X X 2 
Sound 
Water and Other Liquids X X X X 4 
Weather and Climate X X X 3 
Total 6 4 5 5 5 6 7 38 
//Table VI is read as follows : The topic Jlir appe ared 
in all of the textbooks studied except Book B, a total of 6 
books. Book A contained 6 out of a total of 11 po s sible units . 
Findings Table VI. This table shows tha t there is some 
agreement amongst the a uthors of seventh-gr ad e general science 
textboolcs as to wha t topic~ should be included in a course in 
general science at that level . The topics , ~~r , Roc k s, and 
Soil , Fire and Heat, Livin g Things , and Water and Other 
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Liquids are included in a majority of the tex tbooks 
studied . Also, principles of the topic Matter and T,lner gy 
are i nter spersed liberally through various units, consti-
tuting a psychological unit of that topic in a majority 
of the textbook s studied. The six above mentioned topics 
constitute a majority of the eleven topics under consider-
ation • . However , there is an average of only sli, ghtly over 
five topics per book, indicating that t h e authors tend to 
eliminate such units as Magnetism and Electricity , Sound, 
Light, and Matter and Energy, as a logical unit from book 
content for seventh-grade science. 
SUlVJlvifL"RY OF Fil\TDINGS 
Tvlo hundred and thirty-eight different principles of 
physical and biological science were found in the seven 
seventh-grade textbooks analyzed. Ninety-one principles 
appeared in a majority of textbooks studied; sixty-six pe r-
cent of these were principles of physical science. The 
total number of principles found in all textbooks was seven 
hundred and f orty-five; sixty-three percent of these were 
princip les of physical science. 
Of the t wo hundred and thirty-eight different princi-
ples found, sixty- six were properly validated as major and 
one hundred and seventy-two as minor principles. Over 
fifty percent of the principles of a majority of the t op ics 
are minor principles. Living Things , the topic consisting 
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of e xclusively biological science p rincip les, has a 
r at io of over six minor to each major principle. ~atter 
and Energy, the most heavily stres s ed physical science 
t op ic, ha s a r a tio of less than t wo minor to each major 
principle. The topics Sound, Ma gnetism and Electricity , 
Light , and Vleather and Climate have maj or principles i n t h e 
.rnajori ty. 
Book F was found to contain one hundred and thirty-nine 
of the t wo hundred and thirty-eight principles . At the op-
posite extreme was Book G, conta ining seventy-five . The 
averag e number of different principles fou~d in t he seven 
seventh- grade textbook s analyzed was one hundred and six. 
The t opics Air, Roc l<s and Soil, Fire and Heat , Living 
Thi ngs , and 1:'fa ter and Othe r Li q_uids are found in a maj ority 
of the tex tboolcs studied. The nwnber o f p rinciples d is-
c overed in a ma jority of top ics are as f ollows : Air , 15; 
Roc ks and Soil, 7; Fire ru1d He a t, 10; Light, 1; Living 
Thi n g s , 40 ; Ma gnetism and Electricity , 1; lv~at Ger a.!'ld "Ener gy , 
1 1 ; Aa t er and Other Liq_uids, 2; \··fe ather and Clima te , 4 . The 
topics Exploring the Heaven s , and Sound had no princip les 
appe a r ing in a ma jority of the textbooks. These t op ic a l 
finding s indicate that in the estimation of the sev.eral authors 
principles of the top ics Air, Fire and Hea t , Li ving Things , 
and Matter ru1d Energy are worthy of more ex tensive develop -
ment at t h e s eventh- grade leve l t han are princip l e s of the 
remaining top ics. 
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CHJ!...P'l'~R III 
The problem of this i nvestigation is to determine t he 
princi ples of biolo gical and physical science found in 
seven textbooks of general science for grade seven . 
SU£x·JIV.l~1RY OF TBCf.Jifi Q,UEfi -~I>/IPLOYED 
As t he first step in solving t he problem of t his in-
ve st i gation , the author utilized the criteria for the s e-
lection of textboo ks set up by a group of teac he rs in a 
Seminar i n cience Educa tion a t Boston ~n iversity . Seven 
seventh- gr ade general science textboo ks were found t hat 
conformed to the criteria. This group also formulated 
criteria used in this study for t he s election of sci enti-
fi c pr incip les . 
As a preliminary step to reviewing t he books for 
pri nciple s, a mas t er li st of pri n ciples selected f rom those 
of He i nman , Robertson , Wise, and Martin was dr awn 1.rp . 
Principles of ~nse and Martin which were obviously beyond 
the r ange of' comprehension of' junior high school students 
were omitted from this reference list. 
A tentative list of p rinciples was then compos ed . The 
group of' principles used by Jones was adopted in its en-
tirety as a nucleus around which _t o build this tentative 
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list. Each te xtbook~a s carefully analyzed f or princi-
ples. If a st atement seemed_ to conform to t he cr i teria 
for a :p rinc i ple, and was inclu ded in Jones' li s t, no-
t a t i on was ~ade in t he te xtbook and t he principle was 
wri t ten on a t hree by f ive white card . I f t he sta tement 
was not found in Jones' li s t, t he ma s t e r list of princi~ 
ples was refer red to. If the statement wa s included in 
v..rhole or in part in one of the principles of t h e master 
li s t, textbook notation was made and the t ent a tive princi-
ple was noted on a principle card . If the statemen t wa s 
neither i n cluded nor implied in the ma s ter list of p rinci-
ples, it was no longer considered for purposes of this 
study . In this manner a tentative list of princip les was 
establish ed. 
The tentative list was then submitted to a t wo-fold 
validating procedure . A specialist aided by fifteen in-
service science teachers separated the list of p rinci ples 
in to major and minor categories and recommended t he elimi-
nation of certain duplic a tions. Another s pecia list, i n 
conference with the investi gator, approved the vmrd ing of 
th e p rinciples and recommended certain deletions from t h e 
list for non-conformance to criteria. In thi s manner a 
properly v alidated list of major and runor principles 
that conformed to the criteria use d in this study and tha t 
were written in the language used by the textbook authors, 
was established . 
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The seven textbooks were then systematic ally re-
viewed for the presence val idated princip les. ihen a 
validated principl e was discovered , a tex t book and 
pr i nc i ple card nota tion was made . This second analy s is 
restll ted in the incorpor a tion of six new v a li dated 
principles to t h e li st and the de l etion of one . In 
order to ascertain the reli abili t y of this anal ys is of 
textbooks , all textbook s were again revievv ed and i ndexes 
-vvere c he cked for c l ues to the presence of principles . lYo 
new pr inciples were d et ected in this l a st analysis. 
SU:l\!DI·::.41 Y OF THE :B,H ::DI EGS 
Tw o hundred and thirty- eight different principles of 
phys ical and biological science were found in t h e seven 
seventh- gr ad e textbook s analyzed. Ninety-one p rinciple s 
appeared in a maj ority of tex t books studied; six t y- six pe r 
cen t of these were princip les of physical science. The 
total number of princip les found in all tex tbo oks was 
seven hundred and forty-five ; sixty-three per cent of these 
wer e principles of physical science. 
Of the t wo hundred and thirty-eigh t different princi-
ples found, sixty-six were properly v alidated as major and 
one hundred and seventy-two as minor principles. Over 
fifty per cent of the principles of a majority of the 
topics are minor principles. Living Things, t he top ic con-
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sisting of exc l usively biolo gical science pr i nciples, has 
a r a tio of over six minor to each major pr inciple . l>:Ia t ter 
and Energy, t he most heavily stressed physical science 
top ic has a ratio of less than t wo minor to eac h maj or 
princ iple. The topics Sound, Ma gnetism ru1d Electricity , 
Light, a11d Weather and Climate have maj or principles in 
the ma jority . 
Book F was found to contain one hundred and t hirty-
nine of the t wo hundred and t hirty- eight pri nciples. ' t 
the opp osite extreme wa s Book G? conta ining seventy-five . 
The average nwnber of different principles found in t h e 
seven seventh- gr ade te x tbooks analyzed was one hundred and 
six . 
The top ics Air, Roc ks and Soil, Fire and Heat, Living 
Things, and Water and Other Li quids are found in a majority 
of the textbooks studied. The numbe r of princip les di s-
covered in a ma jority of topics are as follows: A.i :c , 15; 
Roc k s and Soi l, 7; Fire and Heat, 10; Li ght , 1; Living 
Things, 40; 1v.lagnetism. and Electricity , 1; Matter and Ener-
gy, 11; Water and Oth er Li qui ds, 2 ; 1~-e a ther and Climate, 4• 
The topics Exploring the Heavens , and Sound had no p rinci -
ples appearing in a majority of the textbooks. These t op i-
c a l findings indicate that in the e st imation of t he seve ral 
principles of the topics Air, Fire ru1d Heat, Livings Things , 
and Matter and Energy are worthy of more extensive develop-
ment a t t h e seventh- grade level than a r e principles of the 
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remaining topics. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The preponderence of minor over major principles in-
dicated that the authors of seventh-grade general science 
textbooks are aware to some extent of the needs of 
seventh-grade youths to be presented principles which are 
not too conceptually complex. 
Although principles of physical science are stressed , 
biological science princ i ples are not an uni.mporta.11 t p art 
of the textbook content. 
The number of principles and topics upon which there 
are agreement provide a nuc leus about vvhich seventh - grade 
science content could be built. 
Some textbooks were credited f or the presence of a 
scientific principle when the principle was unmistakeably 
purposefully presented as such. In other cases textbooks 
were chec ked for a pr i nciple when the :principle was im-
plied from a framework of facts and illustrations. There -
for e, it must be concluded that not all of the t wo 
hundred and thirty-eight different principle s were con-
sciously pre sen ted by the a uthors as functional generali-
zations. 
The one hundred and seventy-two .minor principles dis-
covered in this study coul d be increased or decreased by 
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modific-ation of the op inion of the investigator as t h e 
number and qual ity of s i mp le facts requi red to constitute 
a minor principle f or the seventh- gr ade level. 
It would s eem t hat t h e fin dings and conclusions of 
t his study are replete vvi th defini te educational i mp l i-
cations. With similar studies being undert aken, this 
study could furnish a guide to textbook makers. Super-
vi sors with an awarene ss of the importance of teaching 
for an und er s t anding of functional scient i f ic principl es 
sh ou l d find this study of va lue i n making up courses of 
study or choosing texts for use in t heir sc hool s . · he 
lists of major and minor princi ples would provid e the su-
perior teacher of seventh- grade sc ience with a wea lth of' 
concep tually appropria te gene r alizations, each one su i ted 
t o culminating the study of re l ated si gnificant f ac t s . 
This inve stig ation is the third and l ast of a group 
of studies on p rinci ples of physical and biological scien ce 
foun d in textbooks at the junior-high school level . 
It is re commended that a synthesis of t hese s tudies be 
undert aken , and the f indings be utilized by further in-
vest i gators i n the field to determine t he p rinciples of 
science vvhi ch should be develop ed at the different gr ad e 
levels. 
Ad eq_uate da ta and sui t able methods must be devi sed if 
~ \ 
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t his de t e r mi nat ion of principl e s uitability is to pro-
c eed on a sound basis . 'l1he value of pr i nc i ple s in t erms 
of retention and functionality ha s been demonstra ted . It 
r emains for i nvestiga tor s in the fie lct of readi ness to de-
t ermine which principles shou~d be taught a t a cert ain 
gr ade level . The recommended syn thesis woul d provi de 
needed da t a on principles proposed f or i nclusion i n gene r al 
science courses for grades seven , ei ght, and nine. 
It is suggested that teac hers of s eventh- gr ade science 
us e this t he s is as a source book from which t hey can s elect 
a ppropriate pri nciples for t he deve lo:r,>men t of t he top i c 
they are tea ch ing. After locating and deciding upon t he 
principl es to be taught, they can go to t heir texts and 
reference book s and find facts, stories, demonstrations, 
eX}.J erimen ts and questions which will lead to the underst anding 
and sta tement of the princi ple or pr inciples being t augh t . 
Therefore, selected princi ples in this work could serve as 
a skeleton les son plan for teachers of seventh-gr ad e science 
who realize the worth of principles as suitable ob j ects of 
instruction . 
It is further recomme nde d that teachers build their 
own units and that they f ile under selected principles ap -
propria te materials such as experimen ts, r e adings, and 
activities essential to the optional rela ted activities of 
the unit .me t hod of presentation. 
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Black concluded: n'The effect of the general science 
course in developing certain concepts cannot be questioned 
but, the extent to which notions have become scientific is 
small.' It is necessary that one make an analysis and classi-
fication of existing notions of pre-science pupils on t he 
lines indicated in this study •••• 'n82 
Meder, 83 following the general technique of Black, con-
eludes from her study that, "First, the word energy re f ers to 
an entity apparently much too vague to be USE3d as a pa t tern 
of learning material for ninth-grade children of average 
ability. Second, the fact tha t most children vvere limi ted to 
a conception of energy as muscular energy suggests that a rea r-
r angement of the usual general science course of study would 
be advisable.n 84 
Croxton, 85 conducted a series of experiments with dif-
fere n t classes of up per primary t hrough junior-high school 
pupils. From this study he was enabled to tentatively con-
elude, "These data indicate that many children in the hi gher 
primary, the inter mediate, and the junior hi gh school grades 
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. . . 86 
are c apable of generallZlng. n- Regarding t his conclusion 
he further stat es : "In interpr eting these experiments it 
is necessary to realize that t h ey aff ord a rather meager 
exper i ence basis for gene r alizations ••• It ought to be 
possible with more time and the encouragement and help of a 
skillful teacher to secure a much h i gher percentage of cor-
rect gene rali zat ions and appli cat ions t han were obta i ned in 
t hese experiments. n 87 
Winters88 states that, "When this period of re adiness 
is rea ched, c ertain types of le arning may proceed with maxi-
mum ef f iciency a nd any a ttempts to te ac h c er t ai n me aning s 
before the ap:propria te growth stage is re a ched_ i s h i gh l y 
inefficien t.n 89 He recommends nThe range i n choice of 
science concepts which are to b e taught , at any given gl'"'ade 
level, should be t hose vvhich are not too difficult or v~hose 
meanings are not too remote and abstract for the student s of 
t h e considered mental level."90 
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89Ibid. , p . 331. 
9°Ibid., p . 335. 
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SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH 
The work of four group s, the Sub-Comn.dttee on the 
Reorganization of Science in the Secondary Scho ols, the 
Co mmitte es of the Thirty-First and Forty- Sixth Yearbook, 
and the Comraission on Secondary School Curriculum, all are 
in accord with the idea that filnctional understandin gs of 
scientific principles is a desirable goal for instruction 
in a course of general science at the seventh-grade level. 
Much research has followed in the wake of the sug-
gestions from these authoritative sources to determine the 
principles of science that are i mportant for general edu-
c ation. Investigations in suc h fields as genera l sc ience, 
chemistry, biology, entomology, and physics, recognized the 
importance of principles and end eavored to determine scien-
ti f ically the extent to which principles are represented i n 
t hese various fields. In particular the stud ies of Robertson, 
\Vise, and Martin are worthy of commendation, both for t h e 
finesse of tec~Dique and the value of findings. 
The logically correct listings of principles use d by 
Martin and Wise have been modified by Jones at the ninth-
grade level and Leonelli at the ei ghth-gr ade level so tha t 
they will be more psychologically suited for presentation 
in these g r ades. 
Such studies as those of Johnson, Tyler, and Wert 
render incontrovertable proof to the value of teaching 
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scien ce f or an understanding of scientifi c principles , so 
that functional scientif ic knowledge may accrue, rather 
than t he te aching of isolated or uni.Lnp ortant facts t ha t 
will not be re t a ined f or any gre a t l ength of time . 
The be s t authorities on the pr obl em of readiness , the 
Fort y- First Yearb oo k and the Co:rn.mi ssion on the Secondary 
Sc hool Curr.iculum, are fully cognizant of the nee e s si ty 
of pre senting scientific p r inciples at the proper level of 
conc eptual d i f ficulty for the prospective learn er. The 
actua l res earch that has been done in this field , however , 
seems to be more of a ne ga tive than of a positive nature: 
It discove.rs more wha t cannot be done rather than which 
concrete princ i ples are suited for a definite gr ade level . 
TI-fE PHOBLEl\:i OF THI S STDDY; I TS SCOFE J.JID 
LIMITATIONS 
This investigation is an. endeavor to determine the 
pri nciples of biolo gica l a nd physical science t h a t are 
found in seven textbool<:s of genera l science published speci-
f ie ally for gr ad e seven. The work of the t .i.uee commi ttees 
cited i n the i ntroduct ion convi n ce s one that t he stud y of 
general science belo ngs i n the seventh-grade of the juni or 
hi gh school. It has also been po inted o ut that t his com-
mitt ee advoca tes the teaching of scientific pri nc i ples as a 
major goal of i ns truction in t his yea r. I t i s the problem 
of the author to determine the ex t ent to which the recornm.en-
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dation of thes e committees have been instrrnnental in 
modifying the principle con tent of science textboo ks 
written for the seventh-grade level of .instruction. 
1Ul the textbo oks analyzed must have been publis '_ed 
or revised since 1940 . Only those principles that ap-
pear to satisfy the criteria used by the author will be 
selected in this study. 
It is not within the scope of this thesis to inve s ti-
gate experimentally the belongingness of these principles 
at the seventh-grade level. In this study neithe r the 
degree of emphasis placed on the different principles nor 
the applications to principles are being considered. 
STATELfrNr:I_, OF THE PROBLKH 
The probl em of this investigation is to determine the 
principles of biolo gical and physi cal science found in 
seven textbooks of general science for grade seven. 
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GYAPTER II 
RESTATENffiNT OF THE PROBLEM 
The problem of this investigat ion is to determine 
the principles of biolo gical and physical science found 
in seven te xtboo k s of general science for gr ade seven. 
TECEI:\fi Q,UES EMPLOYED 
Selection of Textbo olcs for Analysis 
For the purpose of this study, a group of fifteen 
science teachers enrolled in a Seminar in Science ~du-
e ation at Boston University , 194-6-4 7, devised f ive cri-
teria for selection of general science textbooks to be 
analyzed for the presence of biological and physical princi-
ples. These criteria sta te that the textbooks must : 
1. Be the first book of a three book series iri 
general science for the junior-high school and , 
t herefore, be written specifically for t he 
seventh- grad e level; 
2 . Be published by well-known publishing houses with 
sales in all re gions of t h e Un i ted St a tes; 
3. Be available for use at t he time the study i s 
sta1·ted; 
4. Eave been published or r evised s ince 1935 t h ereby 
giving the authors and publishers sufficient t ime 
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to incorporate in the te xtbooks the ideas 
set forth in the Thirty- First Yearbo ok ; and 
5. Have be en written by men well known in the 
fie ld of General Science. 
Seven textbooks were selected that satisfied the cri-
teria. Thes e textbooks with an arbitrarily assigned identi-
fication letter are as follows: 
Book A. 
The Wonderland of Science, Book Seven, lviorri s Meister, 
Ra l ph E . Keirstea d and Lois Ni . Shoemaker, New York : Charles 
Scribner's Sons, 1944. 
Book B. 
Science Problems, Book 1, Vlil bur L. Beauchamp , Joh_rl C. 
Mayfield, and Joe Young West, Chicago: Scott, Foresman 
and Company, 1946. 
Boo k C. 
Exploring Science, Victor C. Smith and Gilbert H. 
Trafton, Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1942. 
Book D. 
Understanding Our Environment, Franklin B. Carroll, 
Philadelphia: John C. Wins ton Company, 1943. 
Book E. 
Modern Science in Our Environment, Charles E. Dull, 
-- --- ------------
Paul B. Jl.:lann, Philip G. Johnson, New Yorl{; Henry Holt and 
Company, 1942. 
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Book F. 
Understan ding Science, Ralph K. Watkins, a.n.d Wini-
fre d Perry, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1940. 
Book G. 
Going Forward With Science, Gerald S. Craig and 
June E. Lewis, Boston: Ginn and Company. 
These books contain the following major units: 
Book A. 
Unit I The Air .A...round Us 
Unit II The 1Nater Necessary For Life 
Unit III Food For Living Things 
Unit IV Light and Heat For Living Things 
Unit v Effects of Weather and Climate 
Unit VI Living With Plants and iUlimals 
Unit VII Keeping Vvell 
Bool<: B. 
Unit I How Do Scientists Work? 
Unit II What Kind of World Do You Live in? 
Unit III What is a Material? 
Unit IV How Do Hea ting and Cooling Change hlat erials? 
Unit v How Can One Kind of .Substa.n.ce Change 
· into .Another Kind? 
Unit VI How Do Vfe Use and Control Fire? 
Unit VII How Do Magnets 'dork? 
Unit VIII How A:re Plants and Ani mals Alike? 
Unit I X How Do Plants and .Animals Get Food? 
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Unit X Vfhy Do We Eat Different Kinds of Food? 
Unit XI How Do Plants and Animals Live Together? 
Book C. 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
Unit 
I 
II 
III 
Dr 
v 
VI 
VII 
What Do We Do in Science? 
What Living Things are all Aroun d Us? 
Of ·what Use is the Air Around Us? 
How Does Water Serve Us? 
How Can Vve Explore the Distant Stars? 
How Do We Use and Control Heat? 
What Stories Can 'Ne Read From Roc k s? 
Unit VIII How Can You Keep Yourself Healthy? 
Unit I X Why Does the Vveather Have to Change? 
Unit X How Do Plants and Animals Affect Our Lives? 
Book D. 
Book E. 
Unit I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit v 
Unit VI 
Unit VII 
What is ,Science? 
Vihat is Around Us? 
How Wild Things Prepare For Winter 
Water 
Rocks and Soil 
Air 
Fire 
Unit VIII Health 
Unit IX When Spring Comes 
Unit X Conservation of Natural Resources 
Unit I Plants Are Interesting Neighbors 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit V 
Unit VI 
Unit VII 
Unit VIII 
Boo k F. 
Unit I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit V 
Unit VI 
Unit VII 
Unit VIII 
Unit I X 
Unit X 
Unit XI 
Book G. 
Unit I 
Unit II 
Unit III 
Unit IV 
Unit V 
Unit VI 
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.Animals Too }u:e Interesting Neighbors 
Water Is Our Most Plentiful Liqui d 
Living Thing s Need Air 
Fire Is A Good Servant but a Bad Master 
The Earth is Our Home 
Plants Are Important to Us 
Ani ma ls Too _4xe Import ant to Us 
.Solving Our Own Science Problems 
Learning About the Earth Bene ath Our Feet 
The Air We Breathe 
Water and Life 
The Living Things About Us 
Vle Turn -n th the Earth 
What Ar e Things Made Of? 
How We Use Machines to Do Work 
How Science Makes Us .Al l ~.1agicians 
Useful Plants and Animals 
Understanding t he Human I\~achine 
The Pond in the Classroom 
A Home for a Salamander 
The Roc ks Around You 
The Earth's Mineral Treasures 
Ene rgy for Today and Tomorrow 
Juggling Atoms and Molecules 
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Unit VII A World of Light and Color 
Unit VIII Eat , Grow, and Be Healthy 
Unit rJC One HW1dred Billion Suns 
Unit X Con trolling P l ant and Animal P ests 
Unit XI This P..g e of Machines 
Unit XII Using Electricity 
A cursory examina tion of the component major un its 
indic a tes that t h ere i s some agreement amongst the aut hors 
of t he d iff erent textbooks as to wha t s ome of the topi cs 
sui table for i nc lusi on in a course of general science a t 
t h e seventh- grade l eve l shoul d be . Th e topics, ir, Water , 
Living Things , He a t, Roc lcs and Soil, Matter and Energy are 
either s pecifically ind ic a ted or i mplied i n a majorit y of 
t h e maj or unit titles of the seven textbooks s ub j ect t o 
anal ys i s . 
Not on l y are these top ics in a majority of the te xt-
books studied bu t they c onsti tu te t h e majority of the 
eleven bro ad top ics i n to which all of t he tabl e o f con te nt 
units log ic a lly fal l. 
Because of these two points: some top ics appe a ring 
i n a majority of the textbo oks , and t h ese same topics con-
s titutin g a majority o f all t he units treated , the auth or 
of this worlc fe el s that he is justif ied in concluding that 
t her e is at leas t s ome ag r eement amon gst t he au t h o rs of 
textbooks speci f i cal l y desig_t1ated for gr ade-seven, as to 
the units to be p re sented at t hat gr·ac1e level. 
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Criteria Used in This Study For the Selection of 
Scientific Principre8 
After extensive reading in the research on principl es 
as sui t able objects of i nstruction in the teaching of 
science , it was evident that exact and succinct criteria 
were of pri mary i mportance if the selection of princip l es 
from the aforementioned textbooks was to proced e on a scien-
ti fie basis . 
The writer as one of fifteen science te achers of a 
Seminar in Sci ence Education, Boston Un ive r sit y , 1946- 47, 
a ssisted in the formulation of t he fol lowing criteria : 
To be a princip le for t he seventh- gr ade level of com-
prehension , a statement : 
1. Must be a comprehensive generalization or a 
part of a comprehensive genera lization. 
2 . Must be true without exception within the 
lirnitations s pecifically sta ted. 
J. Must not be a definition. 
4. Must be demonstrable ex-perimentally. 
5. Must not deal with specific substances. 
It is readily seen that t h ese criteria are substanti ally 
the same as those used by Wise, lv.la rtin, and other recent 
investigators in the study of scientific principles. 
Formulation of a Master List of Principles 
As a p reliminary step in the formulation of a tenta-
tive list of principles , unduplicated princ i p les use d by 
Heineman, Robertson, Wise, and lv'l:artin were written on 
three-by-five white cards and arranged in logic al order 
under the headings of chemistry, physics, biology, as-
tronomy, and geolo gy. The pr inciples grouped under phys ics 
and biology were subdivided further. White cards marking 
major and minor divisions of subject- matter fields were 
provided with labeled tabs and arranged in a visible file 
form so tha t ease of reference would be fac ilita ted. Th e 
principles of \1\T ise and Martin which were obviously beyond 
the range of comp rehension for junior-high-school studen ts 
were not included in this master list of principles . 
Formulation of a J entative Lis t of Principles 
As the list of principles used by Jones seemed to 
lend itself mo st readily to the purpose , it was adopted in 
its entirety as a nucleus around which to build a tentative 
li st of principles. The topical headings use d by Jones o 
. il 
_... 
logically segregate principles were maintained by the present 
inve stigator. They are as follows: Air and Other Ga ses, 
Astronomy , Earth 's Surface, Fire and Heat, Light, Living 
Things, Iviagnetism and Electricity , Matter and Ener gy , Sound , 
Vate r and Other Liquids, and ·weather and Climate. Eac h princi-
p le was written on a three-by- five white card and numbered 
from one to one hundred and forty- seven in the upper l e ft 
ha_rld corner. Cards with labeled t abs vvere inserted to mark 
topical areas and to facilita te th e loc at ion of principl es . 
Vli th t wo lists of principles at hand , t he mas ter list and the 
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nucleus of the tentative li st, each of the textbooks us ed 
in t his investigation was carefully reviewed. 
~Vhen a statement was located that seemed to conform 
to the criteria used in this i nvesti gation a check mark 
was juxtaposed on the margin of the book and Jones' list 
was examined to see if it was included amongst them. If 
the principle under investiga tion was included in Jones' 
list, a check mark was placed on the p rinciple card to sh ow 
that this principle was found in a t least one book and , 
therefore, merited inclusion in a tentative list of princi-
ples. 
If a sta tement seemed to conform to t.he criteria but 
i,Vas not included in Jones' list, the master list of princi-
pl es was referred to. If the sta tement was included in 
whole or in part in one of the principles of t he maste r li st, 
it was written in the language used by the autho r , on a 
three-by-five white c a rd, a s si gned an alphabetical code l ett er 
in t he upp er ri ght hand corner and p l aced in the correct 
topical area a t the back of the nmabered p rinciples of Jones. 
If the sta tement was neither included nor i mplied in 
eith er Jones' lis t or the mas ter list of p rinci ples, it was 
con sidered to be not the statement of a physical or biologi-
cal p rinciple and was elimina ted from considera tion in ti:1is 
study . 
In this manner the seven textbo oks of general science 
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were reviewed and a tentative list of principles formu-
l ated . This p reliminary reading of textbooks result ed 
i n the find i ng of t wo hundred and forty - four princ i p l es . 
One htmdred and fifty- seven principles or parts of pr inci -
p l es were added t o J-ones' list and eighty-seven o f he r 
pri nciples were retained . Si xty pri nc i p les that Jones had 
found i n ninth- gr ade textbool\:S , many in the areas of Light 
and Sound , vve r e not found in the textbooks written s pecifi-
. 
ca lly f or the s even t h- grade level of c omprehension. 
Prior to submitting t he ten t at ive principles for 
vali dation, -t he f irst t hree top ical head i ngs were mo di fied 
to mo re closely fit the terminology used by authors of 
seventh- gr ade textbook s. When submitted f or va li dation, the 
princ i p l es were grouped under the follo wing topic a l are as : 
idr, 'Exp l oring the Heavens, Rocks and So il, Fire a.11d He a t, 
Light , Livin g Things, Magnetism and Electricity , IiJia t ter 
and Ene r gy , Sound, Wa ter and Other Liquids, and ·;ve a t her and 
Climate. 
Validation o f the Tentative List of Princip les 
In order to refine each princi ple as re gards con-
ceptu a l inclusiveness, and to ascertain the conformance of 
each to t he criteria u sed in this study , the list of tenta-
tive princi p l es was subjected to a t wo-fold validating pro -
I 
cedure. First , the pr incip les were sent t o a sp eci alist:7' 
•I 
ffRenato E. Leonelli, Instructor i n Scien ce. 
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i n the teac h ing of science at Rhode Island C olle ~e of 
0 
Education. Each p rinciple was read to a class of f if-
teen in- se rvice sci ence teachers, enrolled in an exten -
sian course in science teaching, and placed by thi s group 
either i n a major or mi nor c ategory . Unless a pri nciple 
was m1animous l y con si dered a major p rinciple, it was rele-
gated to the classific a tion of minor principle . This 
gr oup also recommended that two minor principles be c a st 
out b ecause of dup lication, and that t wo major pri nciples 
be comb i ned into one. This procedure resulted in the d i-
vid ing of the submitted list into sixty-four major a.11 d one 
hundred and seventy-seven minor principles. 
Second, the list of maj or and minor principle s was 
subjected to further critic al analysis by another speciali st# 
i n t h e field of science. This specia list in conferenc e 
with the investi gator recommend ed tha t eight mi nor princi-
ples be deleted from the list; two were deemed defi nitions 
and six were so closely r el ated to others in the list that 
they could be considered repetitious. This further analy-
sis depleted the list of minor principles to one hundred 
and sixty- nine. 
As a result of this t wo-fold validation, this i nvesti -
gator believes tha t he is justified in concluding that 
#John G. Read , Professor of Science Education. 
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principles, desi gnated in this work as ma,jor and minor, 
have been justifiably placed in those categories and t hat 
this list of sixty-four major and one hundred and sixty-
nine minor principles conforms to the criteria set up for 
this study. 
Analysis of Textbooks For t he Presence of Valida ted 
Princi-ple s 
As a preliminary step to analysis of textbooks for the 
presence of validat ed principles , the body of each of the 
principle cards was divided into seven columns. Each 
column was headed by the letter designations which had be en 
assigne d each textbook. 
~.H th the validated list of' p rincip les on hand, and 
with the criteria for a principle in mind, each of the seven 
textbooks was reviewed, page by page, f or p rinciples . This 
second reading of textbooks was made ten months after the 
preliminary revievv . 'Nhen a pr inciple was found in a text-
boo k , either one that had been marl<: ed in the prelimina r y 
reading, or one includ ed on the cards but not c hecked in a 
particular book, the entire principle was underlined in the 
textbook , and the p rinciple number was written at the out-
side margin of the t ext pag e . On the p rinciple c ard an X 
was made in the column under the symbol for t he boo k in 
which t he principle was found. As it is not part of the 
problem of this thesis to deter1nine the degree · of emphasis 
given a certain principle, only one X wa s made in any par-
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ticul a r colunm . 
'd'he n a statemen t that appeared to be a genera l iz a tion 
of physical or biologica l science occurred in a textb o ok , 
but was not included in t he va lidated list of princip les, 
it vvas examined in t h e light o f t .i:le 5 criteria , and for 
inclusiveness in t he master l ist of princip les . If th e 
investigator conceived it to be t h e statement of a sc .i en ti-
fie principle, an X was p lace d on t h e mar gin of t he ·tJe ~_t -
book and it 'Nas ass i gned to a co d ed p rincip l e c ard . In 
t his manne r t he s everal tex tbooks i n cluded i n t h is inves ti -
gation were intensiv el y and exhaustivel y reviewed for the 
second time . Thi s second perusal resulted in t he fin di n g 
of six new t ent at ive principles. One of the validat ed 
pri nc i p les, which had b e t:n classed as m:Lnor, vvas not found • 
. , 
Upon further conference with his advi sorf/ , this i nv esti-
gator was av.thorized to i nc orporate t he new t entativ e princ i-
p les as four mi nor and t wo ma jor princi ples . It was furt~1 er 
decided t o remove t he n on-occurring pr i nc i p le from t h is 
i nv esti ga tion. Thus , t he li st of validat ed p rinc i ples wa s 
altered t o sixty-six maj or and one h undred. and sev enty- t v-v o 
rtinor pri nc i p les . 
Re li ab ility of the f!.na l ysis of Textbooks for Princip l e s 
In order to de t e r.mine the trustworth iness of h is a 
#John ,G:· I:tead,-. . J?ro:re ~.~Qr of Science Educat i on. 
8..-.-t/"ln ! I ,;._.,r '~"! 
:.krtG;Jl r·f '~ ·; .. '."Ji 1 
U•i ·,~ 
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analysis of textbooks for the presence of scientific 
pri nc iples , t he author revi ewed each textbook for t he 
thi1~d time. ', ,·hen t h is reading failed to bring to l ight 
any new tentat ive princip les or occurrances of va lida ted 
principles , each principle card was chec ked against the 
i ndex of each book and every speci fi e reference to t h e 
particul a r pri nciples was i nvesti gated ; again the search 
wa s fruitless . 
~ron this it must not be conc l uded that t he aut2or 
co nside rs the l ist of v alidated princi ples repr esented in 
t h i s study as necessarily including all of the minor pr i nci -
p les that occurr i n the seven textbooks of gene ral science , 
or that every book is necessaril y given credit for oc-
currence of every pr incip le on t he v alida ted l i st . It 
does lile aJl , however , t hat the investiga tor ' s i dea as to wha t 
degree of conc ep tual conclusiveness constitutes a mi no r 
princ iple at the seventh- gr ad e level of compr ehension have 
be come fixed , and tha t subject to t h e frai l ty of i ndividua l 
pe rsp ic acity , each book h as been g iven credit to a suf-
ficient degree for occur rence of scientific princ i p les . 
Tabl e I which follows is a l isting under topical 
h e ad ing s o:f t he sixty - six maj or and one hundred and seventy-
t vm mi nor princ i pl es which vvere val i dated in the manner 
descri bed in t his chapter. Each textbook i s represen ted 
on t he tabl e by t he symb ol which was assigned to it when 
i ·t was proc ured , i . e ., A r epresents t he book publi shed by 
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Charles Scribner ' s Sons; B, Scott l~'ors.man and Company; 
C, J . B. Lippincott Company ; D, John C. Winston Company ; 
E , Henry Holt and Company; F, The J.v1acmillan Company , and 
G, Ginn and Company . 
To show that a given major or minor princi~ le was 
found in a certain textboo k , an X was placed in t h e column 
under the textbook symbol opposite the printed principle. 
If a certain principle was not found in a particular tex t -
book a bl ank was left. In order to show the total nu.~. ber 
of textbooks in which a principle was found, the X marks 
were added and the total placed in the column with that 
title. 
~-.0.AJ- OI~ ~~HD l:T NO?:. ?Bil\i' CIPI,ES OJ:!., SGI~::,;CE 
F C'Gl'TD I N SEYS!:·T 'l':G:CrB00 ~.~:3 o:w G~;~':::Z:-t_~\ L SC I Eli' CE 
S}::ECI:iTIC.i'. LLY DESIG!\TNr ED FOB GR<~~JE VII 
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Princi nles 
- 1 Boo l<:s i n which nrinciDl e occur·red ... - ·---
• ir 
--
l:ia j or 
~-;The nressure of t h e 
a ir is exerted equa l-
l y i n a ll d i rections . 
Gas es exp<:m d when 
.hea ted·and contra ct 
vvhen cooled . 
':!& rill a ir rises and 
cold s ir fa lls. 
ldnor 
. 
and. othe r gase s _-ur 
tend to e:x:pa.nd unt il 
t lleY occupy a ll 
~o o r'Gions of the con-
t c.=.ining vessel. 
r,~_l c::! o t.....•_, i s heated i f 
·· - -- " c o.ui~h-e s sea and 
c oole d i f a llowe d to 
.A ir .has : ..rs i gh t and 
exer ts p j:·e ssure . 
I 
,\ 
.!'1 
-·r 
~ l.. 
-,-
.. :.. 
~ 
-~ 
--
..!~ 
-:·· ·-·~ 
· r 
.~I.. 
--
I I I B c D E F f 
I l I t I 
I 
' I I l \ I -y- · r ~ r l ~.- ~ .. .. !).. .. n • ' .A I ·"· ..: ~ I ; I I I I I ! j 
I 
I 
I I I 1 •. ,.. - - I . -
"'" 
i _,_ 1 _,_ ,!).. 
! I I I I I I 1 I I I l ! l I " r l ·· r l ·r I -~ ,_ .d . j ..!~ I I I 1 l 
I I I · .j- .... r --·"-· ..! ~ .A I 
I I l I l I I I I I ' I f I 1 i I I I i I y I ~ .. I I .t.l.. j ...... 
,/'l'eb le I i s read. thus : . T.he 11l0.j or ::n· in ci ~~ le 11 ':!:'he 
G 
l 
I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
t 
I 
I 
I --
--
I 
! 
1 
I 
I 
I 
Tota l 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
•; r essu:re of t lle a ir i s e~-o:_}.~ te d e c:u o.l l y i n a l l CLLc-e ctions . 11 ~·1s.s 
foru1c1 at lea st orlCe i n e, e. ch o:L t11e te~:::tbool~s ~:; , 3 , C, :J , E , 
and F , e totb l of siz Ci l f a ren t books . 
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e.nount of mo i st1..~re . 
}lot e.i r is light e r X 
t' _an co l d s.i r . 
i~ber t:J. ir e :p Ee _ds .J 
u O occup y more space 
it •e COnleS l i ;;hte r 
c:r_ ~ r1 the c oo l a i r 
aro1:~Lc.~ i t . 
., i r res su::ce be - X 
-
... 
c omes less as the 
e l e vM.t ion inc re as e s . 
l ... t hi ,:;..~ alt i tu le s )~ 
the u. i r :!_)r·es sure 
becor.~es l 01.ve r , it 
2;e ts col (er , and t '" 1e 
o~ yL,en i c., _ ... s c .rc e . 
i~ s e.i r r ises h j .. 0 h ·,r .1 ~ 
r Lov.,.e tr ... e s u rface of 
the e2.rth it be cor:1es 
co l ccer . 
on d i tions of the ai r 
cf' .1..'" un ec.rth are con-
st .. 11 t l~- changlng ~ 
At all time s the a i r 
c ontain s wc .. t er iY' -~ 
t he fo · 
' 
of invisibl e 
vapor· . 
The a i r al v1a;rs con-
te.1ns dust part icles . 
v ' T -,r 
.A A .1 :. 
}: 3 
X X X A 5 
X "'i, ; · L~ .J. .. ll .. 
., 4 .i~ 
r ¥' ~ 
X .X X 
X X 
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Principles Books in which principle oc cur red 
A B c D t; F G Total 
J-li.r is a mi xture of X ~r "V X X v 6 A , .l.'l... .l.'l... gases and can be 
separated into its 
constituents . 
Oxygen i s necessary X X X X X 5 for the rusting of 
metals , the support 
of combustion-and for ' I 
life. 
i 
I I Exploring the He avens I 
--
Major 
JU l b odies in t he s olar 
I X 1 system are controlled by the gravitational at -
traction of the sun . 
Al l b odie s in the solar X X X 3 
system revolve around 
the s un . 
' 
The more mat ter a body I X X 2 
has in it ' the stronger 
is it s gravitational 
fore e . 
Minor 
Space is vast . X X I 'T ..!.I. 3 
The nearer one body is z 1 
to another , the stronger 
is t he pull of its 
gr avita tion. 
Every p article of matter lx 1 
in the universe attracts I every other particle and thi s is knm~rn as gravi- I 
t at ion. 
All of the bodies of the X X 2 
universe travel in their 
I own orbits. I I 
-
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'l1.f.I.BLi~ I . ( C 01n1INU~D ) 
Principles Books in which nTinciule oc curred 
-
-
.A IE 1 c D E F G rrotal I i All of the heavenl y X 1 
bodies are made u:p I I of the same ldnd of matter . I ! 
Ro cks and Soil I I I 
I 
i 
----- I I Major I I I 
'rhe surface of the I X I X .,. ! - 1 X 4 
earth is constantly I I I ch a..r1 ging. 
Two groups of for ce s I 
.,,. X I -r 3 .il.. .11.. I 
are constantly acting i 
the earth ' s surfac e, 
I 
I I on 
one building it up , the I other tearing it dO '.Vl1 . 
Yvhen elevations or I I X ~( 2 de·oressions ar e cre ated l I upon the surfa.c e of t he I earth , the el evat ions 
l are attacl<::ed by the agents of erosion and the 
I ' materials a re c arried to depress ions where sedi- I 
mentary rocks are formed . I 
I 
I Running water, wind, .,,.. ..,r X ' ~,- 4 • .:'>. -'"- .il. 
g l aci ers , and othe r ! I 
agencies are constantly I 
moving so il and rocks I i 
from higher to lower ' 
levels . 
I In g enera.l the farther X I X 2 
below the s urf ace a I l I stra tum of roc lc lies , I 
the o l der it is . I I I 
r;Iinor I 
The present is the key X X X I X 4 to the pas t . I -
I 
I i I 
TABLE I. (CONTINUED) 
Prlnciples 
irhe surface of the 
earth has been under-
constant going 
gradual chang e from 
the very beginning. 
Rocks are made into 
soil by the action 
of water, vve a the ring, 
erosion and living 
thing s. 
All glacial deposi-
tions are of a 
heterogeneous 
character. 
Every stream is a 
part ·or a large 
drainage system 
which is wearing 
dovvn the land. 
What water breaks 
down in one place 
it builds up in 
another. 
Layers of rock 
usually occur in 
the earths surface 
in the order in 
which they were 
deposited. 
T he whole earth and 
every thing on it 
is composed of 
elements. 
~any elements of 
the earth are com-
bined into compounds 
called minerals • 
T here are vast 
stores of energy 
the crust of the 
e arth. 
in 
Books ln which principle 
A B c D E 
. 
X X X 
; 
X X X 
X X X 
. X X X 
. . 
X X 
X X 
X 
I 
I ' I 
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occurred 
F G Total 
X X 5 
X X 5 
~r 4 .A 
I X 4 
-..r 3 .r ... 
X 3 
X X 2 
X 
I 
X 3 
jX 1 
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TABLE I. (CONTINUED ) 
Principles Books in which J2rinciJ2le occurr ed 
A B c D E F I G Total 
' ! 
Fire and Heat 
-------
Major i 
The sun is the earths .x X X 3 
most important source 
of heat. 
Heat radiates from its X X X 3 
source in straight 
lines .and in all direc-
tions. 
The angle at which the X I X 2 sun's rays strike a 
surface affects the I 
amount of heat which is I I absorbed. 
A ny surface which will X X 2 
ref lect light .will 
reflect radiant heat. I 
A 11 oxidation involves X X X X X 5 
some heat. 
D ark colored objects X X X X 4 
absorb radiant heat 
faster than light 
colored objects. 
Heat is transmitted X X 2 
by conduction, 
convection currents, 
and radiation. 
I 
Nlinor I fire must have three X 
IX 
X X X I X X "t-1 things: oxyg en, some aterial that will burn, 
and .heat enough to [ start the bur n i ng . 
I I 
A 
m 
I 
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TABLE I. ( COl\TTINUED) 
Principles Books in which J2rinciple occurred 
A B c D E F G Tot a 1 
Solids, liquids, and X I X I X 3 
gases expand when heated 
I I and contract when cooled. 
When anything burns oxy- X l x X X X X 6 
gen is taken from the 
air and carbon dioxide I 
and water go back into 
the air. 
Fuel comes ~ither dir- X X X X X 5 
ectly from plants or I materials derived from I 
plants. 
In burning, fuels com- X X X X X X 6 
bine with oxygen to 
form new materials. 
· All our fuels were X X X X X 5 
once parts of plants 
and animals. 
Materials heated hot X X X X 4 
enough will give off 
light. 
The burning of a X 1 
fuel gives energy in 
the form of heat and 
also in the form of 
light. I 
Heat increases the X X X X X I 5 speed of evaporation. 
Most substances can be I X X 2 
changed rrom one state 
to another by being 
heated or cooled. 
Friction produces heat X X 2 
when t wo objects rub 
together. 
I I I 
-
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TABLE I. (CONTINUED ) 
Principles Books in which :QrinciQle occurred 
A B c D rE I F G Total 
Heat may be produced by X I I I 1 the use of friction, I electrical energy, or I I chemical energy. I I 
I Heat is carried by gases, X I x · 2 liquids, and solids. 
I Heat always travels X X X X 4 
from vvarmer to colder 
I objects. I I 
. I 
Water holds more heat X X 2 
than any other sub-
stance. 
Air is a poor conductor I X X 2 
of heat. 
I 
All vital oxidations I X X 2 result in energy, heat, I and motion. I 
All energy, whether it ! X I 1 
is mechanical, elect- I I I rical, or radiant pro- j I duces heat when it I acts on matter. 
Heat, light, and elect- I X X 2 ricity are radiated as 
energy. I I 
Dark colored objects I X X X 3 
absorb light and 
' I I I change it into heat. I I 
Light I 
I 
I 
; 
. 
Major I ! 
Smooth, polished, and I X X I X X 4 light colored surfaces I I 
reflect light better ! I i I ! I than rough, dark sur- I l I faces. ! I 
l I I I 
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TABLE I. { CONIJ:'INUED) 
Principles Boo.!!s in which principle occurred 
A B C D E F G Total 
Dark colored, rough, or X 
unpolished surfaces ab-
sorb light more 
rapidly than light 
colored, smooth or 
polished surfaces. 
Light travels in 
straight lines. 
Minor 
Vvhen light strikes 
an opaque object, 
shadow is formed 
behind the object. 
Colored objects ab-
sorb some of the 
colors of light, and 
reflect a great deal 
of one kind. 
~hen sunlight passes 
through a glass 
prism, the primary 
colors separate. 
When light strikes a 
surface, part of it 
is reflected from 
the surface. 
A ray of light that 
strikes a mirror 
perpendicular to its 
surface is reflected 
straight back from 
the mirror. 
The angle of instance 
equals the angle of 
reflection. 
X X 3 
X X 2 
X 1 
X 1 
X 1 
2 
X 1 
X 1 
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TABLE I. (CONTINUED) 
Principles Boo~s in which principle occurred 
A I B C D 1 E F G Total 
Living Things 
JIITajor 
! I 
All life comes from 
life. 
Living things are 1 X 
fitted to live best 
in a certain environ-
ment. 
X 
X 
In the -struggle for X 1 X 
existance only the 
fittest survive. 
A balance in nature ~~ X X 
is maintained through 
interrelation of 
plants and animals 
with each other and 
with their environ-
ment. 
All living things use X 
food to build their 
bodies, repair their 
cells, and to get 
energy. l 
Most plants get their 1 X 
energy from the sun. 
Plants store food I X 
manufactured during 
favorable grovdng 
seasons to carry them l 
through unfavorable 
seasons. 
Functions are per- I X 
formed by organs com-
posed of tissues, ,
1 
made up of cells. 
I 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
l x 
X 
X 
X 4 
X X 7 
X X 4 
X X 5 
X 5 
I X X 6 
I 
1 
X 3 
TABLE I • (CONTINUED) 
Principles tBooks in 
1\. 
p 
1 
g 
rotoplasm makes up the OC 
iving part of all or- 1 
anisms. 
p 
s 
1 
rotoplasm performs the 
ame functions in all 
iving things. 
t is not known why a I 
c 
c 
s 
w 
t 
ombination of chemi-
al elements into 
orne special compound 
ill produce a living 
hing. 
11 living things are A 
c 
u 
omposed of very small 
nits called cells. 
T 
0 
a 
s 
he cell is the unit 
E 
t 
t 
f function as well 
s the unit of 
tructure. 
ach cell of the body 
akes some food from 
he blood. 
' 
Ox 
1 
k 
an 
idation in the cells 
T 
u 
t 
f 
t 
iberates heat which 
eeps the bodies of 
imals warm. 
he cells are the 
ltimate consumers of 
he oxygen and food 
rom the blood and 
hrow off water and 
arbon dioxide into c 
th e blood. 
ergy needed for life 
tivities 
En 
ac 
du 
Wl 
ce 
c 
wa 
is pro-
ced when oxygen joins 
· th food in the 
lls to give off 
arbon dioxide and 
ter • 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
B 
I 
X 
'l 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
X 
X 
I 
I 
I 
I 
which principle 
c D E 
X X 
I 
X 
X X 
I X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X X 
I 
occurred 
F G Total 
X 5 
I 
2 
X 3 
I 
I X 5 
I 
X 3 
X 6 
I X 6 
X I X 5 
i 
X l X 6 
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TABLE I. ( CONTII~D) 
Principles 
T 
b 
o be useful food must 
e dissolved. 
E 
a 
p 
i 
a 
s 
ach different organ 
nd part of an organ in 
l ants and animals has 
ts own kind of cells 
nd each kind has a 
pecia l function. 
he way each animal T 
a 
i 
d 
s 
m 
nd plant carries on 
ts var ious functions 
epends on the 
tructure of the ani-
al. 
A 
c 
c 
a 
m 
f 
a 
a 
a 
11 living things have 
ertain activities 
alled functions; these 
re: sensation, 
otion, respiration, 
oo d tal(ing, digestion, 
bsorption, circulation, 
ssimilation, excretion, 
nd reproduction. 
n all higher animals I 
a 
d 
am 
c 
0 
t 
0 
a 
nd p lants there is a 
ivision of labor 
ong the organs which 
ompose them. 
xygen is necessary in 
he life processes 
f practically all 
nimals and plants. 
11 living things 
eed water and 
A 
n 
0 xygen. 
plant needs water 
or life, to make up 
art of i ts structure 
A 
f 
p 
a nd to carry minerals. 
Books in which principle occurred 
A B c D E F l G 
X X X X X X 
I 
X 
I X X 
I X X 
l 
X I X 
I 
X 
X X: X X lx X X 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X X 
t 
I 
! I I I 
Total 
7 
2 
2 
2 
1 
7 
7 
5 
TABLE I. ( CONTI N1JED) 66 
Princinles 
~ 
-
All living things re-
quire energy in the 
form of food. 
A continued supply of 
water is needed by all · 
animals and plants 
during their growing 
season. 
All living things re-
quire food, with few 
exceptions, all need 
air, all must have 
w ater. 
Carbon dioxide and 
vater are given off ¥ 
w hen oxygen is used 
for breathing, · 
burning, or decaying. 
G reen plants produce 
the world's food 
supply. 
A nimals depend direc-
tly or indirectly 
upon food substances 
p 
p 
rovided by green 
G 
g 
lants. 
reen plants 
row 1Nithout 
reen plants, 
cannot 
light. 
using 
he energy of the sun 
G 
t 
m 
w 
d 
ake food out of 
ater and carbon 
ioxide. 
s 
v 
ome plants can grow 
vithout carbon dioxide. 
B 
m 
p 
c 
p 
efore a plant can 
anufacture food the 
lant must have water, 
arbon dioxide, chloro-
hyll and sunlight. 
I Books in which principle occurred 
I A B c D E F G 
X X X X X X X 
I 
X 
I I ! 
I X X X X X I X X 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
X X 
I 
X 
X X X X X 
I 
xl X X X X 
i 
X X X X X X X 
X X X X 
I 
X 
l X X I X X 
. 
Total 
7 
. 
1 
7 
3 
5 
I 
5 
7 
4 
1 
4 
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TABLE . I . ( COl\l'r i N"UED) 
Principles Books in which 12rinciple occurred 
A B c D E- F I G Total 
As they grow, green X X X 3 
plants release oxygen. 
All living things use X X X X X 5 
oxygen to change food 
into other forms of I energy. 
Bacteria acting upon I X X X X I 4 I food causes decay. I 
All animals inhale X X X X X X I 6 
oxygen and exhale 
carbon dioxide. 
All food contains X X I X X X 5 I 
water. I 
All foods and most X X X X 4 
fuels contain 
carbon and hydro gen. I 
All living creatures X X I X X i 4 
a :::- e more or less auto- I 
matically adapted to 
their environment. 
Animals change their X X X X 4 
environment to suit 
their own purposes. 
I I All living creatures X X X X X 5 
of a given region must I 
be adapted to the I climate of that region. 
Seeds are variously X X 2 
m edified so that they 
can be dispersed by I 
~ind and animals. 
I I I r ~ 
/ 
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T.lillLE I. { CONTII~GED) 
Principles Books in which le occurred 
.A B c F G Total 
Some animals live in the X 1 
soil, some in the water, 
and some remain in the 
air above the earth for 
long periods of time. 
Water supports the X 1 
weight of heavy 
creatures that dwell 
in it. 
All living things are 
de pendent on one another. X X X X X 5 
Each plant and animal X X X 3 
serves some other living 
thing and they in turn 
serve it. 
All living things are X X 2 
helped by the activi-
ties of some other 
living things and are 
harmed by the activi-
ties of other living 
things. 
The whole world is X ....,. X X X 5 .A 
interdependent and 
nature strikes a 
balance between living 
things. 
All living things by X X X X 4 
their life activities 
affect the welfare of 
other living things . 
Living things depend on X X 2 
the soil, the climate, 
the water supply and 
upon each other for a 
living. 
Living things are con- ·x X X X X 5 
stantly striving with 
each other for the 
available food supply. 
T.A.BLE I. ( CONTIND""ED} 
Principles Books in which principle occurred 
A B C D E F G Total 
All plants and animals X 
that man can turn to 
his own advantage are 
useful. 
Man depends on living '1 
things for food, cloth-
ing, and shelter. 
:Many plants and ani- ·I 
mals depend on our 
enemies for food; hence 
they are helpful to us. 
Plants and animals, 
useful under some con-
ditions may become 
nuisances in others. 
Many of the plants X 
and animals on earth 
compete with man for a 
livelihood. 
Human beings are X 
strong enough to up-
set the balance of 
nature only when they 
have learned to use 
tools and inventions 
of various kinds. 
Under normal condi-
tions, natural .selec-
tion is going on all 
of the time. 
Al l present day plants 
and animals have de-
scended from less 
specialized forms. 
Nearly all of our dom-
estic plants and ani-
mals came from wild 
ancestors that were 
selected and grown by 
our early forefathers. I 
X 
X 
.. X 
X X X X 6 
X X 3 
X X X X 4 
X X 2 
X X X 4 
X 2 
X 1 
X 1 
X 2 
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TABLE I. ( CONTI NLTED) 
Principles Books in which QrinciQle occurred 
A B c D E F G Total 
Man brings about de- X X 2 
sirable changes in 
plants and animals by 
artificial selection. 
In trying to improve X 1 
living things to suit 
our own purpose we 
always have to deal 
I with the two natural laws of heredity and 
variation. 
There are always small ·x 1 
differences in living 
things coming from the 
same parents. 
Some of t he plants and X X X 3 
animals we now grow 
have been produced by 
experiments in breeding 
and are unlike any 
wild animals tha t we 
know. 
Most of our domestic "" 1 A 
animals belong to few 
' I classes of the animal 
kingdom. 
Plants and animals X X X X 4 
have changed greatly I under domestication. 
Changes produced in X 1 
plants and animals to 
make t hem better f it 
the purposes of human 
beings are ·not always 
advantageous to the . 
plant or animal .. 
LiYing things produce X X X 3 
their kind and by this 
means life continues 
fr ge to age. om a 
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TABLE I. ( CO:N.TI Nl'JED) 
Principles Books in which principle occurred 
A B c D E F G rrotal 
The lowest plants and X 1 
animals develop by divi-
sion, t he higher by I 
sexual reproduction. 
Nitrogen fixing X X X X X X 6 
bacteria make possible -
the nitrogen cycle. 
Minerals are in living X X 2 
and non-living things 
in endless succession 
(soil, plants, animals, 
bacteria, soil). 
We are dependent on X X X 3 
our senses to know the 
world ar ound us. 
Magnetism and Electricity 
Major 
Like poles repel-unlike ][._ X 2 
poles attract. 
I 
Magnetic energy, or X 1 
magnetism, extends in 
all directions from a 
magnet through the 
s pace around it. 
Any magnet sets up X I 1 
lines of force about I the poles of the magnet. I 
1 hen a magnet is allowed X X 2 
to float freely, it 
will turn until it 
points north and south. 
I 
I 
I I l I l 
-
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TABLE I. (CONTI NUED) 
Principles Book.s in which nrinciple occurr ed 
A · B c D E F G trotal 
Whenever electric cur - X 1 
rents flow through con-
ductors, some of the I 
electrical energy is 
changed t o heat energy, 
and sometimes some of 
it is changed to light 
energy. 
Electromagnets may be X 1 
made stronger by using 
a larger current of 
' 
electricity or by put-
ting more turns of wire 
ar ound the iron core. 
All electric cells I X X 2 change chemi cal energy 
into electrical energy. 
Minor 
The force of a magnet j x I 1 can pass through all I substances except I magnetic material . I I 
All iron or steel can X ! I 1 be magnetized by 
stroking with a magnet I or passing an electric 
current through a I wire wrapped around it. 
A stream of electrons l X X X 3 
will flow through a I 
wire only if they can 
make a round trip. 
All wires carrying an X X X X 4 
elect ric current 
resist the flow of the 
current. 
--
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TABLE I. (CONTII~D) 
Principies ,Books in which principle occurred 
Matter and Energy 
Major 
Two portions of matter ! 
cannot occupy the same ! 
• ! 
space at the same tlme. 1 
All matter exists as a :x 
solid, a liquid, or a ; 
gas. 
Molecules of one kind 
of matter are never 
exactly like the 
molecules of any other 
kind. i i 
t 
There are spaces iJC 
between the materials I 
of mat t er. The spaces 
between the molecules 
of gases are greater 
than the spaces 
between the molecules 
of liquids and the 
spaces between the 
molecules of solids. 
The change from water 
to vapor and back 
1 
to 
water is called the 
water cycle. 
! 
I jx 
The properties of an 
element ar e always 
determined by the 
number and pattern of I 
the electrons and 1 
protons in the element s ,. 
I 
I 
I 
i 
Changes in the state 
of a substance ·.'an 
happen when the~e 
are changes in pres-
sure or changes in 
temperature . or both. 
I ! l I ! ! 
!x x I 
I 
l 
I 
i 
I 
X 
lx 
l 
I X 
1 
X I 
l 
I 
I 
i 
X>~ I X 
I 
X 
X X 
X 
I 
I 
., 
i 
i X 
X 
Total 
2 
5 
1 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
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T.A.BLE I . ( C ONTINUED~ 
Pri ncip l e s Boo ks in whi ch princi·o l~ oc c ur r ed 
A B C' D E F G rrotal 
!v.io s t .c henrl. c al elements X X X X 4 
will combine with 
other chemical eleLflen ts 
to f orm c ompound s . 
The volume of ga ses X 
""< r 
.K 3 .1>-
v aries with tempera-
ture and pre s sure . 
Ga ses dissolve more X 1 
re adily in co l d t han 
in hot water . 
Ev e r yt hing is p ulled v X -v 3 .L>.. .Ll.. 
tows.rd t h e earth by, 
a force c alled gravity . 
En er gy c an be c hang ed v X X 3 .Ll.. 
in form but cannot be 
crea ted or destroyed . 
P~l e ner gy comes ~r X X 3 .Li. 
eventual l y from the 
sun . 
U l r ad ia11t energy 1 
travels in waves at 
the s ame rate of spee d. 
Hea t ener gy is pro- X X 2 
duced by work in 
ove rcomi ng fricti on . 
The smooth er the sur- X - X 3 .. 
f ace t he le s s fric t i on 
t here will be between 
it and an object 
moving over it . 
The gre ater the dis- X X X 3 
tance tha t water f alls l the gre at er t h e amount I 
of work it can do . 
I 
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TABLE I • ( CONTI :tllJED) 
Principles Bool<:s in which or inciple occurred 
A B c D E F G Total 
Minor 
All matter is made up X X X X 4 
of atoms. 
All the material things X X X X 4 
in the world are made 
of the elements in one 
combination or another. 
If the atoms within the X X X 3 
molecules of a sub-
stance are all alike 
the substance is an 
element. If the mole-
cules contain more 
than one kind of atom 
the substance is a 
compound. 
Every substance is .X X X X 4 
composed of very 
' 
small particles 
called molecules. 
All the molecules of I X X 2 the same kind of 
matter are alike. 
All molecules are X X X I 3 constantly moving in 
all directions. 
All changes in which X X X 3 
the molecule retains 
its integrity(atomic I 
makeup) ar e physical 
changes. 
All changes in which X X X 3 
the molecules are 
broken down and their 
parts unite to form 
new molecules are 
chemical changes. 
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TABLE I . (C ONT I NUED) 
Pri nciples Books in which principl e oc curred 
A B c D E F G Tota l 
All matt e r has weight and , X X 2 
tak es up space. " 
When vmt er c hange s to X "< .r ' I X X I 4 A I ' 
stea:rn, the solid mat erial s I 
dissolved i n t he water do l not chang e to g ases . 
l I 
Ev ap oration is a cooling X X .. ,. I 3 A I process because h eat i s 
absorbed in changing 
a liqui d into a solid . 
Water vapor is less I dense than dry air~ I 
Solids, liqu ids, an d I X I X X 3 
g ases may dissolve i n I liquids t o make 
solutions . I I ' A solution is X X X 3 I 
permanent if the con-
I 
ditions do no t ch ang e. 
I I Some substances dis - l I X X 2 solve faster and in I larg er amounts than I I I ! others an d the rate I 
varies with t h e 
temper a ture of the . j ! 
wat er . I 
Every liqu id can be I .. ,. X j X X I , A I I '+ chang e d to a solid if 
it is cooled enough . I I I j I 
All work depends -qp on X >r I X X X X X 7 J\. 
energy . I I 
The sun is the sourc e IX 
I X X I 3 I ! 
of' almost all the I I 
energy available on i I ! I earth. ' I I 
' l I 
Burning fuels of all X 
I i X X ,. 4 
' 
X 
t ypes are sources : I 
' 
.I I . 
of energy . - i ! I 
fl-7 
Principles Books in whic~urinc iple occurred 
,~ I B C D E F G rrot . >. a l 
! I 
'de ge t our energy f rom X ! I I 1 
oxidati on of fue l s , moving , I 
wind , or from moving ! I I 
water . I I I I I ' I i I !J.'he energy with which X I - 2 
machines do their I I I I work is supplied by I I I pl ants . I I I I I I I I I I 
I I 11.11 t hings tha t move I X X X I X 4 I I 
are pushed or pulled I I I 
' by some force . 
A force may be moved X I X 2 
through a greater 
distance in order to 
multip ly the force 
used in moving a load 
t hrough a shorter 
distance and vice versa . 
The product of the X 2 
force times the dis-
tance throug_h whi ch it 
move s is the same as 
the product of the 
re sistance times th e 
distance tb.rough ·whi ch 
it move s . 
In any machine , t h e X -.,- 2 .n. 
greater the distance 
the force moves as 
compared with the 
dis t ance the vv-eight I 
moves, t he greater is I I 
the mechanical ad van- 'I 
t age . 
There is . al ways fric- X .! 3 
tion whenever work 
is done . 
Friction may _ be re- X ~r 2 _,{,_ 
duced by decreasing 
the area of the sur-
faces t hat dr ae; or rub . 
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TABLE I. (CONTINUED ) 
Principles 
A whirling body tends to 
fly outward in a 
straight line. 
Because of the sun and 
gravity man can 
continually use the 
movement of water to 
do work. 
Sound 
Ma jor 
Sound is produced by 
vibrating bodies. 
Sound t ravels only 
through matter. 
Water and Other Liquids 
Ma jor 
The boiling point of a 
liquid varies indir ectly 
with the pressure. 
If a series of con-
tainers are connected, 
water will rise to the 
same level in all the 
containers, regardless 
of the shape. 
A body immersed or 
floating in a liquid 
is buoyed up by a 
force equal to the 
weight of the liquid 
displaced. 
The greater the exposed 
surface of water the 
more rapid the evapo-
ration. 
~B~o+o~k=~s~i~~w~h~i~c~h~p~r~i~n~c~i~D~l~e~o~c curred 
AB C D E F G 1 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
'I 
I 
l X 
i 
i. 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
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Principles Books in whic h pri nc i -o l e occ u-rred 
A B c D ..,-, F G Total b 
I 
J:l li qui d tends t o keep X X: .f.). -.r 5 ..I:L ·"-its volume constant 
a nd it may take a ny 
shape . 
Li qui ds can be hea ted X 1 
only to a certain 
temp er a ture in open 
vessels . 
','later i ncre ase s its -.r I X X 3 J.:L volume when it 
freezes . I 
I 
A body put into water X I X X 3 
loses a -r.re i ght e qual 
to t h e ·we i ght of t he 
wat er which it d is-
plac es . 
!ill objec t will fl oa t X X X 3 
if it is lighter than 
t h e placed water . 
Li quids evaporate at X 1 
a ll t emperatures . 
He a t i n creases the 
speed of evaporation. X X X "\T X X X 7 A 
' 
Different liq_uid s X X 2 
evaporate at dif-
ferent rates . I 
Vla ter rises in the X 1 
pores of the earth 
due to c apillary 
act ion . 
Weather and Climate 
--
Major 
The higher the tempera- X X X X 4 
ture of the air, the 
greater t he amount of 
moisture that is re-
qui red to satura te it. 
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T.L~BLE I . 
Principle s Books in vvhich :12 r incip l e occurred 
,, B c D - 1 F G Total 
-'"1- .['!, 
·,rhen a ir is cooled suf- -;r "'I' X X 
.. ~\ 6 
./.>.. ..t.\... ..! >.. 
f ici entl y , the 
mo i sture in i t con-
dens e s . 
' 
If t he t emperature X - .1 · X I X 'V 5 .H. .A 
rises or falls , the I 
amount of water vap or 
t he air can ho l d also 
decrease s or increases . 
The pressure of the .... :- 1 ..<'l.. 
atmosphere becomes 
less as the di stance 
above the earth ' s sur-
face bec;omes gre a t e r . 
Diff er encer:; i n tempe r - X X 2 
ature cause differ -
ences in atmosphel,i C 
pressure , and t.ile se 
differences in a tmos-
pheric pressure cause 
wi nds . 
~:fhenever air is heated , X T ·v- 3 ,_ -'~ 
it expands and becomes 
lighter , and i s pu shed 
up·ward by the greater 
pressure of the cool er 
heavier air a round it . 
La r ge a i r curr ent s X 
.,,. 2 A 
are svverved i n 
direction by t he 
rotation of t he e ar t h . 
Iviinor 
Evaporation f ollows X v X X X X z 7 .!.'-
prec i p i ta t i on, and I I prec i pitat ion fol lows 
evaporation i n endl ess I succes s ion . 
Rai n can never come - X 
I 2 
.1. I 
from a ir that is being I I armed . I w 
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'rABLE I. ( COKCLUU~D) 
Principles Books in which principle occurred 
A B C D ~ F G Total 
There is always some 
water vapor in the air; 
the amount varies with 
the condition of the 
surfac e s the air i s in 
contact with . 
Because the amount of 
wa ter in t he air varies 
so much we are unable 
to sta te the exact 
amount of it ~re sent 
in the air at any one 
time. 
Condensation will occur 
when a v apor is at its I 
s a turation ~oint if 
centers of condens a tion 
are avai l able and if 
he a t is vvi thdrawn. 
The sun ' s rays strike 
the surface of the 
earth at different 
angles at different 
times of the year. 
X 
X 
r 
.<I .. 
1 
1 
X X 3 
X 2 
. I 
I 
Finding s Table I. A total of two hundred and t hirty-
eight principles o f physical and biological science we re found 
in the seven seventh-grade science book s analyzed. Of this 
number, sixty-six are designated major and one hundred and 
seventy-tvm are minor principles. This ratio of over t hree 
minor principles to each major :principle shows an arareness on 
the part of the textboolc authors of the need of seventh-grade 
youths to be pr e sented generalizations which are not too. con-
c eptually comp lex. 
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Ten principles , one ma jor a..11d nine minor, were found 
in all seven textbooks. Of these, seven principles are of 
biological sci en~e , indicating that the little unanimity of 
belief am.ongst authors of seventh-grade textbooks as to what 
principles should. be taught at the seventh-grade level of 
comprehension is mainly in the field of biological science. 
Ninety-one principles were found in a majority of the 
textbooks investigated. Forty of these were p rinciple s of 
biological sci ence ru1d the remaining fifty-one were princi-
ples of physical science. · It is significant that forty-four 
percent of the principles appearing in a ma jority of ·t he 
textbooks are biological principles, indicating that for the 
seventh-grade biological science constitutes an important 
part of t he textbook content. The fact that thirty-nine per-
cent of all the t wo hundred and thirty-eight principles ap-
pear in a majority of the textbooks shows that there is some 
agreement among the authors of the textbooks as to what 
· , 
vrinciples should be included in a course in general science 
offered at the seventh-grade level. 
Following i s a list of the topical areas and the number 
of principles found under each . in a majority of the textbooks 
analyzed: Air, 15; Exploring the . Heavens, 0; Rocks arid 
Soil, 7; Fire and Heat, 10; Light, 1; Living Things, 40; 
l.1agnetism and Electricity, 1; Matter and. Energy , 11; Sound, 0; 
-;dater and Other Liquids, 2; ;_.-feather and Climate, . 4. This 
summary shows that the topic Living Things, _ the area containing 
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exclusively biological science princip les, is by f a r the 
most he avily stres s ed topic in the seven s eventh- grade 
science books analyzed. 
Table II whi ch follows shows the number of ma jor and 
minor principles found under each topical heading in e ach book . 
I n order to more clearly indicate the~r relative occurrence, 
t he percent of major and minor principles is also given . 
TiiBLE II 
l-TOMBER ;J,-D PbRG"ENT: .GE OF EAJOR Ill\fD MINOR 
PRINCIPLES BY TO:f-ICS FOUJ\TD I l.'J SJEYBN .Si£VJ~NTH ... GR.l\.DE 
TEXTBOOKS OF GEN1~R-i.L SCTJ£NCE 
Topic Type Book le tter n'~Umber 
1~ B c D E I F G 
#Air 
Ivia jor 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 17 
ILi n or 13 9 13 11 b-4 11 - 71 
Exploring ivla jor 
- 1 1 - - 3 1 6 
the 
He av en s Minor - 1 1 - - 3 3 8 
Rocks and i>~aj or - 1 4 1 5 - 4 15 
- Soil Li:inor 1 2 6 L~ 9 3 9 34 
Fire and J>.:aj or 5 1 5 f 2 6 1 21 
Heat :;:.,~in or 9 8 16 6 !13 8 4 64 
Maj or 2 
-
2 - - 3 2 9 
Light 
1\:dnor 1 - - - - 4 2 7 
lviaj or 7 6 2 4 5 0 5 35 · 
Li ving Things 
k1inor 37 L~2 28 28 /+4 44 18 241 
I~:.iag_rJ.et i sm and l\'Ia jor I - 5 - - - 4 1 10 
'Electricity · l.iinor 
- 3 1 - 1 2 2 9 
hiatter and l\:ajo r 5 6 7 2 0 11 6 43 
Ener~y L inor , 10 15 11 ') 12 16 14 81 ;; 
Dlajor - - - 1 - 2 - 3 
So und 
l1Iinor - - - - - - - -
··-\Va t er and bajor 1 - 2 - 3 - - b 
other 
Li_qui d s I\~inor 3 5 5 1 5 6 1 26 
. 
We a t her and Major 7 4 6 1 3 2 .. 23 
Climate lvli nor 4 2 3 1 2 3 1 16 
I=·e r 
cent 
1 9 
81 
43 
57 
31 
69 
25 
75 
56 
44 
13 
87 
53 
47 
35 
65 
100 
-
19 
81 
59 
41 
.:LTable II is read thus : Of the 17 ma jor princip le s found 
under the topic Ai r , 3 we re found in Book A , 3 in. Book B , 3 in 
Book C , etc . Of the 71 mi nor pr i nciples found under t he Top ic 
Air , 1 3 were found i n Boo k A, 9 i n Boo k B , e tc . In a ll 88 
princip les of ..r.U r were found in t he seven t:; extbooks anal yzed , 
and 81 perc ent of these wer e minor ·principles . 
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Findings Table II. Table II shows that a majority 
of the topics trea ted have over fifty per cent mi no r 
princip les. This indicates that some attention is being 
given to the needs of seventh-grade students to be exposed 
to largely qualitative principles unhampered by the 
technical consideration of the special sciences. This 
table also indicates tha t in some top ics of physical science, 
notably Sound, Magnetism and El ectric ity, Light, and 
~~veather and Climate there are a majority of major pr i nc i ples, 
a condition which may indicate the p resence of a nutnber of 
broad generalizations to comprehensive and ab s tract for the 
student of seventh-grade general science. Tne ratio of 
over six minor p rinciples to on e major p rinciple i n the 
topic Living Things shows that the authors have provided 
abundantly for basic understandings in this area . The same 
. 
cannot be sa id for the most heav i ly stressed physical 
science topic, Matter and Ener gy . In t bis area a ratio of 
less than two minor to each major princi ple is evidenced. 
Table III which follows shows the total numbe r and 
rel a tive pe r cent of d iffer ent principles of the physical 
and biologi cal sciences found in the seven seventh-gr ad e 
textbooks analyzed for t hi s investigation. 
Tl illL.E III 
TOTAL :N"LfiviBER OF DIFFERENT PRH TCIPLES IN 
THE FIELDS OF PHYSICAL SCI E1WE Al\JD BIOLOGIC AL 
SC I ENCE AS FOUI\TD I N EACH T1~XTBOOK 
1 
Field of Science 3 
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A B c D E F G 1\fum.ber 
#Physical Science 64 66 86 34 78 89 52 469 
Biolog ic al Science 44 ' 48 30 32 49 50 23 276 
Tota l 108 114 116 66 127 139 75 745 
Percent 
63 
37 
100 
.L!.Tab le Ill is r e ac thus: Book A contained o / u 4 of a total 
of 4b9 phys ical science principles and 44 of a total o f 276 
biological principles. Of the 745 di ffe r en t pri nc i p les found , 469 
or 63 perc ent were pr inciples of physic al science . One hundred 
and eigh t principles of physic a l and biolo gical science were found 
in Book 1 . 
Finding s Table III . This table shows that ·when all p rinci ple s , 
both .major and rrJ.nor , of all topics a re considered , the p rinci ples 
of physic al science have somewhat greater stress placed upon them . 
Of the total number of a ll principl es f ound , seven hundred and 
forty - five , physical science princip les constitute sixty- t hree p er -
cent • . Howev er, the t wo hundred and seventy-six biolog i ca l pr i nci -
ples are by no means an insignific ant part of the t ota l number of 
principles found . Also indic a t ed i s the fact tha t in all the 
textb oo ks anal yzed , physical science principles are in the majori t y . 
'rable IV which follows shows the total nwnbe r of d i ffer ent 
princi ples by topics found in ea ch textboolc. Also shown i s the 
average number of principles per te x tboolc. 
